
ABSTRACT 

GUO, WEI. Tailoring Light Emission of AlGaN Deep UV Emitters. (Under the direction of 

Professor Zlatko Sitar). 

Tailoring and optimization of light emission and propagation of AlGaN based DUV 

emitters including light emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes (LDs) was investigated. 

High absorption coefficients in the DUV range of AlN bulk crystals and a small light 

extraction cone lead to the low external quantum efficiency of high Al content AlGaN-based 

LEDs grown on AlN substrates prepared by physical vapor transport. A mild, controllable 

and smooth KOH based wet etching technique was developed. High selectivity between AlN 

and AlxGa1-xN as well as N-polar and III-polar was found to be critical in achieving effective 

substrate thinning or removal for AlGaN-based DUV LEDs. A smooth etching mechanism 

with reduced etching hillock size down to the wavelength scale was achieved by adding H2O2 

into KOH etchant. The effect of adding H2O2 was explained by the formation and dissolution 

of oxide/ hydroxide on the III-nitride crystallographic planes, resulting in an isotropic etching 

perpendicular to the sample surface.  

The fabrication of nano-porous and nano-pillar structures on III-nitride substrates and 

Al0.5Ga0.5N/AlN MQW structures with feature size as small as 100 nm via natural 

lithography was also demonstrated. Nano-patterned structures revealed much lower integral 

reflectivity and enhanced photoluminescence intensity compared to as-grown structures, 

demonstrating a large-scale and mass-producible pathway to higher light extraction 

efficiency in surface-patterned DUV LEDs. In addition, periodic III-nitride arrays with pitch 

size of 200 nm were fabricated. This is the smallest periodicity achieved on GaN and AlN 

thin films so far using interference lithography. Angle-resolved transmission measurement 



demonstrated diagonal intensity streaks on the pseudo-3D transmission graph as a function of 

both wavelength and collection angle. This was interpreted as a direct evidence of the 

existence of a photonic crystal.  

Optical gain and polarization properties of AlGaN based laser diode structures grown 

on AlN bulk substrate were also investigated. An exponential increase of the edge emission 

with dominant TE polarization demonstrated the onset of stimulated emission. In addition, 

the gain spectra and gain thresholds of a single AlGaN layer, an AlGaN double-

heterostructure, and an AlGaN/AlGaN Multiple-Quantum-Well structure were investigated 

and compared. In the case of the single AlGaN epitaxial layer no optical confinement was 

assumed. Therefore, the found positive gain value demonstrated the good optical quality of 

our AlGaN epitaxial layer. Net modal gain values of 16 cm-1, 58 cm-1, and 48 cm-1 were 

observed for a single AlGaN epitaxial layer, DH, and MQW structure, respectively, at a 

pumping power density of 1MW/cm2. Furthermore, Silvaco simulation was applied in 

theoretical calculation of gain spectra and mode distribution, 5000 cm-1 material gain 

coefficient can be achieved for MQW structure accompanied with a low (0.9%) optical 

confinement factor due to strong asymmetric design of cladding layer. The results provide 

guidance in further optimization of LD structures.  
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

1.1 Dissertation overview 

AlN, GaN and their alloys are being actively pursued for optoelectronic applications 

that take advantage of their tunable wide bandgap and unique properties including chemical 

stability and spontaneous polarization. The direct bandgap of the binary alloy AlxGa1-xN 

ranges from 3.4 eV (GaN) to 6.1 eV (AlN). This allows for applications such as bio-chemical 

detection, medical diagnostics and free-space communication. In the last years, AlGaN-based 

ultraviolet light emitting diodes (UV-LEDs),[1, 2] laser diodes (LDs),[3, 4] AlGaN/GaN 

heterostructure field-effect transistors (HFETs)[5, 6] and AlGaN/GaN heterojunction bipolar 

transistors (HBTs)[7] have been reported.  

Typically, the performance of AlGaN-based UV-LEDs is inferior compared to that of 

InGaN-based LEDs. High wall plug efficiencies as observed in InGaN-based blue LEDs[8-

10] or AlGaInP red or yellow LEDs[11-13] have not been demonstrated and will require 

significant efforts in the future. The main obstacle lies in the unsatisfactory material quality 

of AlGaN layers due to a lack of defect control during growth and suitable native substrates. 

Furthermore, light extraction in AlGaN based UV LEDs is found to be below 4% as a result 

of total internal reflection at the device interface. In regards to AlGaN-based UV-LDs, only 

few works have been conducted on stimulated emission and gain characteristic, let alone 

electrically injected UV-LDs. More details related to UV-LEDs/LDs will be discussed in the 

following chapters and possible solutions will be presented in order to increase the efficiency 

of AlGaN-based UV-LEDs and reduce threshold values for AlGaN-based UV-LDs.  
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General information about the basic properties of III-nitrides and related LEDs/LDs 

will be provided in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 will provide information on selective wet etching to 

remove AlN substrate of UV-LEDs to increase light extraction. In Chapter 3 light extraction 

enhancement of AlGaN-based UV-LEDs via substrate patterning, including natural 

lithography and interference lithography technique will be discussed. In Chapter 4, 

stimulated emission, polarization properties and gain characteristic of high Al composition 

AlGaN based LD structures will be investigated. Possible device designs of LD with high 

modal gain and low threshold values will also be provided. Finally, the work will be 

summarized in Chapter 5 and an outlook for future development will be given. 

1.2 Properties of III-nitrides 

III-nitride materials including AlN, GaN, InN and the (pseudo-)binary/ternary alloys 

among them are considered to be the most important building blocks in semiconductor 

devices after Si. III-nitrides can crystallize in the wurtzite (Wz) and zinc blende (ZB) 

structure; samples discussed in this work were all grown in the wurtzite structure. The 

wurtzite structure belongs to the hexagonal crystal system. For III-nitrides the lattice contains 

two sets of hexagonal close packed (HCP) sub-lattices of N- and group-III metal atoms, 

offset by 
5

8
𝑐, where c is the lattice parameter along c axis. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic 

image of the partial unit cell of a wurtzite III-nitride crystal structure. Since the wurtzite 

crystal is non-centrosymmetric, III-nitride crystals have two distinct orientations. The crystal 

is either III-polar ([0001] direction) or N-polar ([000-1] direction). Due to the strong 

difference in electronegativity between the N and group-III metal atoms, a strong 
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spontaneous polarization is established. It points from the N-atoms to the group-III atoms, 

and, thus, induces an internal electric field pointing in the opposite direction.  

III-nitride materials have a strong III-N bonding, great chemical stability, direct 

bandgap, high thermal conductivity and high breakdown field.[14, 15] Some basic physical 

properties are listed in Table 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1. Schematic image of partial unit cell of a wurtzite III-nitride crystal. 
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Table 1.1. Basic properties of III-nitride material.[16] 

Material AlN GaN InN 

Lattice 

parameters 

a0(Å) 3.112 3.189 3.545 

c0(Å) 4.982 5.185 5.703 

Eg (eV, at 300K) 6.00 3.437 0.6 

Psp (C/m2) -0.09 -0.034 -0.042 

Poisson ratio 0.203 0.183 0.272 

Thermal Conductivity κ at 300K (W /cm·K) 2.85-3.2 2.3 0.8 

Thermal expansion /a a at 300K (K-1) 4.2×10-6 5.6×10-6 2.9×10-6 

Due to a lack of suitable native substrates, development has been based on using 

foreign substrates for growing epitaxial AlGaN for UV-LEDs/LDs. Sapphire has become a 

common choice because of its availability with up to a few inches of diameter and a 

relatively low cost2. However, the large lattice mismatch between underlying substrate and 

GaN/AlN layers is directly responsible for the large dislocation density in the film (Table 

1.1). These dislocations have been proven to be deleterious to emission behavior and lifetime 

of LEDs and LDs[17] as they can act as recombination centers for the electron-hole pairs, 

thus increasing the non-radiative recombination rate.  

In order to overcome the disadvantages related to foreign substrates, development of 

bulk AlN substrates has been pursued. However, AlN single crystal substrates have only 

recently become commercially available. They allow for homoepitaxy of AlN, which is the 

base for high-quality epitaxy of Al-rich AlGaN layers.[1, 18, 19] Using AlN substrates, 

atomically smooth AlN homoepitaxial layers[19, 20] and pseudomorphic, heteroepitaxial 

AlGaN layers[21] with superior optical and structural properties were reported. 
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Homoepitaxial AlN and heteroepitaxial AlGaN on c-plane AlN substrates exhibit excellent 

optical quality characterized by fine structure of the donor-bound exciton peaks with FWHM 

less than 0.5 meV and low defect luminescence.[22]  

1.3 Growth of III-nitride bulk crystals and epitaxial films 

AlN bulk crystals used in this work were grown by the physical vapor transport 

method (PVT). AlN powder was placed inside a TaC crucible inductively heated in N2 

atmosphere and the pressure varied between 400 and 1000 mbar. A polished seed was 

thermally fused to the crucible cap at 2250°C. Seeded growth of AlN boules can be achieved 

with diameters approaching 1.5 inch and an average dislocation density as low as 103 cm-3 , 

as measured by X-ray topography.[23, 24] GaN bulk crystals were grown by hydride vapor 

phase epitaxy (HVPE) on sapphire substrates followed by substrate removal. Gallium 

trichloride (GaCl3) and ammonia (NH3) were used as gallium and nitrogen precursors, 

respectively and 1-2 mm thick quasi-bulk crystals can be achieved with dislocation density of 

~ 106 cm-3. [25] 

In the case of III-nitride epitaxial deposition, metalorganic chemical vapor deposition 

(MOCVD) is typically used. It is a common commercial technique due to large throughputs 

and film uniformity. In this work, all epitaxial thin films were grown in our in-house-built 

vertical, cold-walled, rf-heated, low-pressure MOCVD reactor. Triethylgallium (TEG), 

trimethylaluminum (TMA), and NH3 were used as Ga, Al, and N precursors, respectively. 

The growth condition can be controlled by various parameters including temperature, 

pressure, V/III ratio, diluent gas and the input partial pressure of these precursors species.[19] 
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All these parameters can be combined in a supersaturation model proposed initially by 

Koukitu et al. and developed by Mita et al..[26, 27] This was used to relate film properties 

such as surface morphology and growth mode with the gas supersaturation value. In regards 

to III-nitride epitaxial thin films, growth on sapphire substrate, using a low temperature (LT) 

AlN nucleation layer (NL) before the growth of high temperature (HT) III-nitride films, will 

lead to strain relaxation induced by the lattice mismatch between the III-nitride and 

underlying substrate. This leads to the improvement of crystal quality and surface 

morphology.[28] In addition, control of the III-nitride polarity strongly relied on the LT-AlN 

nucleation layer. If the LT-AlN layer was properly treated, a III-polar epitaxial film could be 

achieved. On the other hand, when the sapphire substrates were annealed in ammonia 

(nitrided) at high temperature (>950 °C), the subsequent epitaxial layers were N-polar, where 

the films exhibit a rough, hexagonal facetted surface morphology.[29, 30] This polarity 

control scheme is very important and it will be shown later in chapter 2 that AlxGa1-xN lateral 

polar structures (LPS) can be grown on sapphire substrate with alternating N- and III-polar 

domains of 5 μm to 50 μm. Utilizing wet etching selectivity between III-polar and N-polar, 

the etch rate of N-polar AlxGa1-xN can be estimated by measuring the step height changes 

between the III-polar and N-polar domains after etching. 

AlxGa1-xN binary alloys have been pursued for their application to UV-LED and LD 

due to its tunable bandgap. Due to possible differences in incorporation rate between Ga and 

Al precursors, a linear relationship between the Al composition of AlxGa1-xN layers and the 

III precursors flows can be obtained only by taking into consideration a correction factor 

γ[31], which is depended on growth condition such as temperature and NH3 partial pressure. 
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In this work, AlxGa1-xN epitaxial layers or LPS were grown on sapphire substrate with Al 

composition of 40%, 50%, 60% 70% and 80%.    

1.4 Deep UV Light-Emitting-Diodes (LEDs) 

1.4.1 Working conditions and applications 

LEDs in various wavelength ranges have been developed for applications such as 

displays, numerical readout, bio-chemical detection and medical diagnostics.[32] III-nitride 

based LEDs using InxGa1-xN within the active region emit light from the infrared to near 

ultraviolet depending on the indium composition in the active region. If AlxGa1-xN is used as 

active region, emission wavelength of 200 nm to 365 nm can be covered.    

LEDs are based on electroluminescence. In the early developmental stages, LEDs 

were developed as simple p-n junctions. In general, n-type and p-type material is brought into 

contact forming a p-n junction. Under forward bias, a large population of electrons is injected 

into the conduction band while simultaneously holes are injected into the valence band[33] 

within a depletion region (Figure 1.2). Carrier relaxation and subsequent recombination of 

electrons and holes result in emission of photons with energy comparable to the energy of the 

shallow donor and shallow acceptor pair (DAP) energy of the material. It is worth noting that 

typically not all recombination is radiative but a fraction of the electrons and holes 

recombines non-radiatively, giving out heat that dissipates into the crystal lattice.  

However, homojunction LEDs are inefficient since the recombination takes place in a 

wide region around the junction, thereby reducing internal quantum efficiency and enhancing 
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re-absorption.[33] Double-heterostructures (DHs) or multiple-quantum-well (MQW) 

structures can reduce these effects. The configuration is designed as single or multiple lower 

bandgap materials acting as active region, sandwiched between larger bandgap materials 

acting as cladding layer. By creating a reservoir of electrons and holes, the overlap of their 

wave functions is increased, resulting in a drastically reduced non-radiative recombination.  

 

Figure 1.2. Schematic image of carrier distribution under forward bias of a p-n junction 

 

1.4.2 Development of UV-LEDs 

The fabrication of a III-nitride based blue LED was first reported by Nakamura.[34] 

The emission wavelength was centered at 430 nm and output power was 42 μW at a current 

of 20 mA. Sub-300 nm AlGaN-based deep ultraviolet (DUV) LEDs were first reported by 
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Zhang et al.[35] in 2002 with a 278 nm peak emission and external quantum efficiency 

(EQE) of less than 0.05% at 20 mA. The shortest wavelength of 210 nm was reported by 

Taniyasu et al.[36] four years later. Many efforts were spent on both expanding the 

wavelength range of UV-LEDs and increasing the quantum efficiency. InGaN-based LEDs 

with emission at 455 nm are reported to have EQE up to 50% and output power 25.5 mW at 

20 mA and 3.1V[37] placing these devices among the most efficient machines known to 

man. However, compared to InGaN blue LEDs, the EQE of AlGaN-based UV-LEDs is much 

lower and depends strongly on the emission wavelength. A record EQE as high as 10.4% and 

output power of 9.3 mW at 20 mA injection current was recently reported by Shatalov[38] 

for 278nm AlGaN-based UV-LEDs. The reasons for low efficiency of AlGaN-based UV-

LEDs are identified as: 

1) Low injection efficiency into the MQW region caused by low concentration of 

holes in Al-rich p-AlGaN/p-GaN layer[39] and leakage of carriers away from the active 

region. 

2) Low extraction efficiency due to high total internal reflection[39] (small extraction 

cone and re-absorption in the p-type contact layer. 

3) Low internal quantum efficiency due to poor crystal quality of AlGaN epitaxial 

layers caused by underlying threading dislocations and point defects.[40]  

Most approaches towards the fabrication of UV and DUV LEDs rely on the use of 

foreign substrates such as sapphire. As discussed above, bulk AlN substrates allow for high 
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quality AlN layers with dislocation densities <103 cm-2. The use of these substrates is 

understood as a possible pathway to overcome current limitations in doping ability (by 

reducing compensation) and to increase crystal quality of layers and active regions.  Ren[41] 

et al. investigated the surface morphology and strain relaxation pathways of high Al 

composition AlGaN epitaxial layers grown on AlN single crystal substrates. They 

demonstrated that the performance of deep UV LEDs on bulk AlN substrate with emission 

wavelength of 300 nm was superior to those grown on sapphire. Kinoshita[42] et al. reported 

AlGaN-based DUV-LEDs with emission as low as 268 nm fabricated on HVPE-AlN layers 

grown on PVT AlN crystals.  The output power as high as 28 mW was obtained at an 

injection current of 250 mA. However, despite these exciting results, comprehensive studies 

on the optical properties and defect states of AlGaN epitaxial layers and MQWs grown on 

bulk AlN substrate was not available.  

1.4.3. Definition of the quantum efficiency  

The performance of an electrically driven light emitter can be evaluated by the wall-

plug efficiency[43] (WPE). WPE is defined by the ratio of light output power over input 

electrical power. It is directly related to ɳEQE (external quantum efficiency (EQE)) by the 

relationship WPE=EQE×Feeding efficiency. Feeding efficiency is the ratio of the mean 

energy of the photons emitted and the total energy that an electron-hole pair acquires from 

the power source. EQE can be expressed by:  

ɳEQE = ɳinj · ɳIQE · ɳextr, (1.4.1) 
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where ɳinj denotes as the injection efficiency, the proportion of electrons or holes that are 

injected into the active region, ɳIQE represents the internal quantum efficiency, which is the 

proportion of radiative recombination from electron-hole pairs, and ɳextr is the extraction 

efficiency, or the fraction of photons escaping the device over the total amount of emitted 

photons. It should be noted that internal quantum efficiency (IQE) is highly dependent on the 

material quality, while EQE is related to light path design and packaging design of the 

emitters. 

1.4.4 Light extraction in AlGaN-based UV-LEDs 

As mentioned above, the fraction of light escaping from the device (the light 

extraction efficiency) plays a critical role for the experimentally observed low EQE values of 

DUV LEDs. Thus, increasing the extraction efficiency seems to be crucial in attempts to 

increase the LEDs external quantum efficiency. 

The reason for the low light extraction efficiency is the total internal reflection (TIR), 

which occurs at the transition from a material with a high refractive index (n1) to a material 

with a low refractive index (n2). For this case a critical angle 
c  can be defined as the largest 

incident angle at which the light incident upon the semiconductor-air interface is not 

completely captured inside the semiconductor due to TIR. Its relation with the refractive 

index of semiconductor and air can be found with 
c = arcsin(n2/n1). The solid angle encased 

by the critical angle for light extraction is called the “escape cone”. If the escape cone is 

small, only a small fraction of light can be extracted, resulting in a low EQE. Since III-
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nitrides have high refractive index as compared to sapphire, this problem becomes significant 

for AlGaN-based DUV LEDs grown on AlN single crystalline substrates. Assuming that the 

emission source is homogenous and isotropic (ignoring, e.g., reflection from the metal 

contact), the proportion of light extracted out can be calculated as: 
2𝜋𝑟(𝑟−𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

4𝜋𝑟2
=

1−𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

2
=

𝑠𝑖𝑛2
𝜃

2
~

𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃

4
=

1

4𝑛2
. Here, r, θ, and n denote as the distance between light source and 

interface, incident angle, and refractive index of the LED substrate, respectively. In the case 

of an AlGaN-based DUV-LED on an AlN substrate with emission wavelength at 260 nm, 

one can estimate the extraction efficiency to be <5%, considering a refractive index of 2.3 for 

AlN;[44] the rest of the light falls outside of the escape cone of the device due to TIR.[45] As 

a result, the light is trapped inside the LED and eventually re-absorbed. Thus, the achievable 

EQE for conventional AlGaN based LEDs is limited to values below 5%. 

It must be noted that the calculated value of 5% for the extraction efficiency only 

holds true for a plane and smooth semiconductor-air interface. Taking into account 

geometrical considerations, a suitable design can significantly increase the extraction 

efficiency of light out of the active region of an LED. LED research has provided different 

solutions, such as for example, a hemispherical dome made of resin or silicone which is 

usually used in the package of LEDs emitting in the visible range. In an ideal case, when the 

emission is considered as a point source (Lambertian source), a spherical shape dome 

covered on top of the LED assures that the sphere interface is perpendicular to the light 

direction.[46, 47]  
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Other methods to increase the light extraction efficiency in III-nitride based LEDs 

emitting in the visible include the use of a thick window layer for light extraction from the 

side of the film,[12] flip-chip design,[48] implementation of distributed Bragg reflectors 

(DBR) to reflect the light from bottom of the substrate,[49] and truncated-inverted-pyramid 

(TIP)[50, 51] structures. Flip-chip, wire bonding as well as micro pyramid arrays have also 

been discussed in regard to efficiency enhancement.[52] In addition to the sophisticated LED 

designs discussed above, simple surface roughening of either the window layer or substrate 

of LED devices has proven to be efficient in increasing light extraction efficiency. Methods 

to achieve surface roughening include reactive-ion etching (RIE),[53] wet etching,[54] and 

laser lift-off.[55] The general idea of surface roughening is that at the semiconductor-air 

interface, the incident angles of the light are randomized and by this escape cones are 

generated in different directions, increasing the probability of photons to escape from the 

LED.[45, 54] Many results on successful application of surface roughening are available in 

literature; Recently Huh et al.[45] reported that Pt metal clusters used as wet etching mask 

for surface roughening of the p-GaN cladding layer of InGaN-based LEDs may enhance the 

efficiency by 62%.  

It was suggested that further improvement of the light extraction efficiency can be 

achieved by surface roughening via ordered or periodic structures rather than random surface 

roughening due to a shorter light escape path length.[56] Periodicity and feature size of the 

ordered structures need to be on the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of light. 

Therefore, periodic nanostructures are able to interact with light on a wavelength scale, 

allowing for better light propagation management. Possible techniques in achieving periodic 
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nanostructures include electron-beam lithography or nano-imprint lithography.[57-59] Byeon 

et al. reported that nano-imprint lithography coupled with RIE can create a square lattice 

array with a periodicity of 520 nm. They also showed that such an ordered roughening 

applied to an InGaN/GaN MQW LED with emission wavelength of 490 nm, and up to 2.6 

times increase in the emission intensity can be achieved.[59] 

Up to now, most of the light extraction techniques discussed above were applied to 

III-nitride-based LEDs emitting in the visible range. Only preliminary data on AlGaN based 

DUV-LEDs is available.[60-62] However, as discussed above, the light extraction efficiency 

plays a significant role for the EQE of DUV-LEDs which highlights the necessity of 

comprehensive studies. In order to get a better understanding of the influence of LED design 

and surface roughening mechanisms and eventually demonstrate pathways to increase the 

EQE in DUV-LEDs, two different techniques for increasing light extraction efficiency are 

discussed in this work (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3). It will be demonstrated that by applying 

wet or dry etching processes, the AlN substrate can be removed, thinned, or patterned, thus 

providing enhanced light extraction efficiency. 

1.5 UV-Laser Diodes and its characterization 

1.5.1 General property of stimulated emission 

Despite the significant progress made in AlGaN-based DUV-LEDs,[63] electrically 

pumped DUV-LDs have not been realized. Generally speaking, a laser diode structure is 

similar to that of an LED but it requires a light waveguide, a resonant cavity created by 
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reflecting mirrors at each end of the waveguide, which can be as simple as cleaved 

semiconductor faces, and needs to support higher input and output power density. The 

emission characteristics of an LED and LD are different, with LD emission being sharp, 

polarized, and coherent. 

As previously mentioned, LEDs emit light generated via spontaneous emission, 

where electrons located in the excited states (conduction band) recombine with holes in the 

ground states (valence band), emitting a photon. In contrast, laser diodes work using 

population inversion and stimulated emission. The basic differences between stimulated and 

spontaneous emission are depicted in Figure 1.3. Absorption (a) occurs when an incident 

photon excites an electron from the valence band into an empty state in the conduction band 

(or any other transition between two states such as an acceptor state.) The excited electron 

may recombine with the empty state in a lower band via spontaneous emission (b). In this 

case phase, polarization and direction of the emitted photon is random. However, if the 

excited state is relaxed due to the field of a passing photon,[33] stimulated emission (c) will 

generate a second photon with the same wavelength, same phase, same polarization and same 

direction as the incident photon. Following the Einstein coefficients, stimulated emission is 

the opposite process to absorption. Since lasers need to provide population inversion, laser 

diodes typically operate at higher pumping power density; lasing is only observed above the 

laser threshold, which depends on various factors including crystal quality. 
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Figure 1.3. Schematic graphs showing the processes of (a) absorption, (b) spontaneous emission, and (c) 

stimulated emission. 

The main lasing condition (population inversion) can be expressed by comparing 

quasi-Fermi level of the electrons and holes. Under non-equilibrium condition, one can 

define the electron and hole distribution via the quasi-Fermi levels: 
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where fnE and fpE are quasi-Fermi levels for electrons and holes, respectively. fnE - fpE

represents the degree of deviation from equilibrium. Absorption rate and stimulated emission 

rate can then be expressed by: 
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 2 11 (E ) (E ) N (E)abs n p pr P f f   (1.5.3) 

2 1(E ) 1 (E ) N (E)st n p pr Pf f    , (1.5.4) 

where P is the transition probability and N (E)p is the density of photons of energy hν. In 

order to have net light amplification, more light needs to be generated via stimulated 

emission than it is absorbed. Thus, the condition 
st absr r  must be met. Careful comparison 

shows that for lasing the condition fn fp gE E E   has to be achieved. This means, that the 

quasi-Fermi level separation must be larger than the bandgap and the energy of the emitted 

photons in order to achieve lasing. This is called population inversion. Population inversion 

is a necessary condition for lasing, but not sufficient. Another important condition, optical 

gain will be introduced in the following section. 

1.5.2 Optical gain and laser diode structure 

Lambert-Beer’s law describes the change of light intensity when it passes through an 

absorbing material: 

0 exp( x)I I   , (1.5.5) 

where
0I is the incident intensity at x=0 and  is absorption coefficient of the medium. 

Taking into account that absorption and stimulated emission are opposite but similar 

processes, this equation can be used to understand lasing as well. For a laser, α is interpreted 

as the gain value and may be written as: 
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  21
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Here, 
1N  and 

2N  are electron populations at ground state and excited state and, 
21B is 

the Einstein coefficient for stimulated emission with recombination from level 2 to level 1. In 

the case of population inversion
2N >

1N , we can obtain the gain coefficient (material gain) g 

as:  

  21
2 1

rB n
g N N

c
   

.
 (1.5.7) 

In this case, the light intensity changes as a function of distance in the gain medium 

as: 

0 exp(gx)I I
.
 (1.5.8) 

The gain coefficient represents the material’s capability in light amplification. 

Positive gain value is a prerequisite to achieve lasing in a semiconductor laser diode. 

A common laser bar structure is shown in Figure 1.4. The structure consists of an 

optical cavity where stimulated emission takes place. The cavity has the length L and is 

fabricated either by RIE or cleaving. The length of the cavity determines the separation of 

longitudinal modes and can be described as: 

2

2 effLn


 . (1.5.9) 
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The width, W, of the cavity defines the transversal modes. For single mode lasers, the 

relationship between W and emission wavelength λ can be described as: 

2 2

2
ridge etchedW n n


  . (1.5.10) 

where ridgen and etchedn represent refractive index of the ridge waveguide region or etched 

region (air or oxide passivation layer). 

 Metal contacts are deposited on n and p-type cladding regions which have a larger 

bandgap than the active region. If the laser is pumped (electrically or optically), light is 

emitted through the front mirror. At first, some photons are generated via spontaneous 

emission in the active region which in this case is illustrated as a MQW. These emitted 

photons travel back and forth in the waveguide region and are reflected at the mirrors. If 

population inversion is reached, stimulated emission will take place. Eventually the pump 

power reaches the laser threshold value and the device starts lasing. The device shown in 

Figure 1.4 is a typical edge emission laser diode, which is named so because the emission is 

extracted from the edge of the structure. It needs to be noted that this is different from the 

case of LED where light is emitted in all directions (because it is dominated by spontaneous 

emission) and the light is mainly extracted from the back surface (though the substrate).  
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Figure 1.4. Structure of an AlGaN-based DUV edge emission laser diode showing the stack design, laser 

cavity and metal contacts. 

Losses in the laser structure include emission through the back and front mirror, re-

absorption in the waveguide, and scattering. Taking into account material’s gain and these 

losses, after one round trip inside the cavity, the light intensity is given by: 

2(g )L

0 1 2 eI I R R  . (1.5.11) 

where R1 and R2 are the reflectivity of the front and back mirrors and  represents 

waveguide losses including re-absorption and scattering. In order to maintain the intensity of 

emitted light ( I is equal to
0I ) the losses and the gain must cancel each other. This gives the 

definition of the threshold gain value: 

1 2

1 1
ln

2
thresholdg

l R R
 

.

 (1.5.12) 
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In other words, a device will only lase if the gain is greater than the threshold gain 

g > gthreshold. 

1.5.3 Deep UV laser diodes applications  

Laser diodes are widely used for applications such as free-space communication, laser 

pointers, CD/DVD/Blu-ray reading/writing, curing, laser printing, scanning, high-density 

data storage[64, 65] etc. Since bio-molecules and DNA have strong absorption and resonance 

at wavelengths around 240 -260 nm, DUV-LDs are very promising for applications in 

biological or chemical detection. However, no DUV-LDs with emission below 300 nm are 

available. The reasons for the unavailability of DUV laser diodes are similar to those listed 

for LEDs and include the growth of high quality AlGaN epitaxial layers as well as effective 

n- and p-doping in providing enough carrier injection in the active region. It should be 

pointed out that because LDs work at higher input power to achieve population inversion, 

their operation is much more sensitive to material quality.[40] 

Optically pumped stimulated emission from GaN was first observed in 1971 by 

Dingle et al.,[66] yet, due to a lack of sufficient p-doping capabilities, electrically injected 

LDs were not reported until 1996 by Nakamura.[10] Optically pumped AlGaN or AlGaInN 

based UV-LDs with wavelength ranging from 240 nm to 370 nm were reported by various 

groups.[67-69] The shortest wavelength of electrically pumped LDs only reached 336 nm, 

even though the shortest wavelength of 237 nm optically pumped AlGaN based LD grown on 

AlN single crystal substrate was recently reported.[70] Reduction of dislocation density in the 

active AlGaN layers in DUV-LDs via growth on bulk AlN substrates is envisioned as 
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pathway to reducing the lasing threshold. Efforts have been made by various groups and 

reports include the work of Wunderer et al. who reported an optically pumped laser diode 

grown on AlN substrates with emission wavelength of 267 nm and threshold power density 

of 126 kW/cm2.[71] Similarly, Xie et al.[72] reported that by using single crystalline AlN 

substrates with threading dislocation densities of less than 104 cm-2 record low thresholds of 

84 kW/cm2 for optically pumped 264 nm laser structures can be achieved.[73, 74] 

Despite these encouraging results, the challenges for the growth of DUV LDs are still 

tremendous. First of all, effective p type doping is hard to realize in DUV LDs and hinders 

hole injection due to high activation energy of accepter states and formation of compensation 

defects. Secondly, there is still lack of understanding of stimulated emission, optical gain and 

polarization characteristic for the emission from AlGaN epitaxial layers and their 

heterostructures. Systematic studies of the gain spectra of AlGaN and its heterostructures on 

AlN substrates is crucial in providing in-depth understanding of the intrinsic properties of 

this material system and guidance for future device development. Thus, in Chapter 4, the 

stimulated emission, optical gain spectra, and polarization properties of AlGaN epitaxial 

layers grown on AlN single crystalline substrate are presented. Simulation result on gain 

spectra as well as optical confinement will also be presented in comparison with 

experimental data, and comments on optimal LD structure design will be provided. 
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CHAPTER 2 Selective wet etching of AlN, GaN, and AlxGa1-xN 

2.1 Substrate removal for light extraction enhancement in DUV-LEDs 

Due to a lack of suitable native substrates, foreign substrates have been used for 

epitaxial growth of AlGaN based UV LEDs and LDs. Sapphire is a common choice because 

of its availability with diameters of up to 4 inches[75] and a relatively low costs. However, 

the large lattice mismatch between the substrate and the AlGaN films leads to a large 

dislocation density in the films. Dislocations have been proven to be deleterious to emission 

behavior of LEDs/LDs[17] as they can act as non-radiative recombination centers for 

electron-hole pairs and leakage paths, and significantly reduce the efficiency and lifetime of 

the devices. 

Recently, AlN single crystal substrates grown by the physical vapor transport (PVT) 

method with sufficient size and quality have become available allowing for homoepitaxial 

growth of AlN. They are a prerequisite for the growth of high-quality AlGaN epitaxial 

layers[1, 18, 19] used for DUV-LEDs and LDs. Consequently, atomically smooth AlN[19, 

20] and pseudomorphic AlGaN layers[21] grown on the AlN bulk substrate were reported 

and dislocation distribution and strain relaxation in such layers were also discussed. Taking 

the advantage of high crystalline quality AlN substrate, electrically driven AlGaN based 

DUV LEDs[1] at emission wavelength of 265 nm were successfully fabricated and optically 

pumped AlGaN based DUV LDs[4] with sub-300 nm emission were demonstrated. 
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Although the quality of epitaxial AlGaN layers is superior, DUV-LEDs grown on 

bulk AlN are not commercially available yet. Since the LED light is typically coupled out 

through the back-side, impurities in the substrate, which cause a high UV absorbance, are 

found to be a major challenge in LED fabrication. Specifically, a strong UV absorption band 

around 265 nm in AlN single crystal substrates limits the efficiency (EQE and WPE) of 

DUV-LEDs. Recently, it was shown that substitutional carbon on the nitrogen site of AlN is 

responsible for this absorption band.[76] However, carbon is a common impurity during the 

growth of bulk AlN. Thus, a reduction of carbon to suppress the DUV absorption seems 

challenging. A possible alternative to address this problem would be to develop a selective 

etching process which would sufficiently thin or even remove the AlN substrate and 

consequently reduce the absorption in the device. 

Established methods for substrate removal for III-nitride devices include laser-lift-off, 

reactive ion etching (RIE), and wet etching. Laser-lift-off has been used for removing 

sapphire substrates. The illumination of the dislocation-rich GaN at the sapphire-GaN 

interface with pulsed (high power density) UV light leads to a local decomposition of the 

GaN, which facilitates lift off.[77] However, due to a lack of dislocations and contrast at the 

AlN/AlN interface, this technique is not expected to work for homoepitaxially grown films 

on AlN substrates. RIE suffers from a relatively low etching rate and introduction of plasma-

related damage.[78] Besides, RIE etching provides no selectivity between the AlN substrate 

and AlGaN layers, which would necessitate a highly controlled and uniform process. 

Compared to these techniques, wet etching has the advantage of low surface damage and low 

cost while being readily available for large area fabrication.  
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Although long discussed and applied throughout literature, wet etching of nitrides is 

challenging and not fully understood. Due to the strong bonding, III-nitrides are usually inert 

to chemical attack at room temperature.[79] Therefore, in most cases, wet etching of III-

nitride materials involves immersion of the sample into aqueous etchants or molten salts at 

elevated temperatures. Zhuang et al. reviewed etching of bulk AlN crystals and epitaxial 

layers in potassium hydroxide (KOH).[80, 81] A defect-selective etching behavior was 

proposed. Etching hillocks of various sizes were observed on the N-polar surface and 

hexagonal etch pits were observed on the Al-polar surface. Furthermore, a higher etching rate 

of the N-polar over the III-polar surface was observed. Similar behavior and etch 

morphology was also observed in KOH [82, 83] or H3PO4 [84] etched GaN epitaxial layers 

and bulk crystals.[85]  

However, the above aggressive etching technique cannot serve the purpose of 

controllable selective etching in material processing and device fabrication. There are only 

limited reports on wet etching of III-nitrides in aqueous solutions.[86] Etch behavior of AlN 

and GaN is still not well established and no systematic study on selective etching of AlN 

compared to GaN and AlGaN, which can be applied to substrate removal or thinning in 

AlGaN-based devices, is available. Additionally, no data about the influence of the crystal 

quality (specifically dislocation density) on the etching behavior of AlN and GaN is 

available. However, if defect-selective etching is prevalent and the dislocation density is 

decreased from 109 cm-2 (heteroepitaxial thin films[87, 88]) to less than 104 cm-2 (i.e. PVT 

grown AlN), etching behavior is expected to be different.[89, 90] Therefore, it is crucial to 

develop an etching process for high-quality AlN and GaN bulk crystals under mild and 
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controllable conditions to achieve a smooth surface with well-known removal rates, while 

avoiding damage to the device layers during substrate removal. 

In this chapter, the KOH wet etching behavior of III-Nitride crystals, including etch 

rate, selectivity, surface morphology, crystallographic planes, surface stoichiometry as well 

as the influence of dislocations on the etching behavior are discussed. The etch rate of N-

polar and III-polar high-quality AlN and GaN single crystal substrates and selectivity in AlN 

and AlxGa1-xN epitaxial layers are compared. Based on the observations, a novel etching 

mechanism is proposed and the potential of KOH etching to remove the AlN substrate in 

DUV-LED fabrication discussed. This is the first comprehensive study of this sort on high-

quality III-nitride crystals and in absence of copious dislocations. 

2.2 Experimental design 

In order to be applicable for the removal of AlN substrates from DUV-LEDs, a mild 

and controllable etching with smooth etch surface is desired. Due to advantageous surface 

morphology and lower impurity incorporation, III-nitride devices are typically grown in the 

III-polar direction. Thus, for native substrates, the N-polar side is on the back side. In order 

to avoid any damage to the LED itself and to ensure a sole removal of the substrate, a high 

selectivity between N-polar and III-polar material is crucial. Furthermore, a high selectivity 

between the AlN substrate and AlxGa1-xN cladding layers with a significantly higher etching 

rate of AlN compared to AlxGa1-xN or GaN is also desired. This would allow for a complete 

removal of the substrate where the cladding layer would act as an etch stop. Last but not 
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least, a smooth and uniform etch surface is needed for uniform light extraction and heat 

dissipation. 

High quality AlN and GaN bulk crystals were used for this etching study. GaN single 

crystal wafers were obtained from Kyma Inc. These wafers were grown by hydride vapor 

phase epitaxy (HVPE) on sapphire substrates with subsequent substrate removal.[91] AlN 

single crystal wafers were obtained from Hexatech Inc. Single crystalline AlN boules were 

grown by PVT and wafers were obtained by cutting the boules perpendicular to the c-axis 

with off-cut of ~0.7° toward the m-plane. Eventually, a combination of mechanical and 

chemo-mechanical polishing (CMP)[19] ensured that the AlN and GaN wafers could be 

considered “epi-ready”. Figure 2.1 shows an optical image of the GaN and AlN single crystal 

substrates. Dislocation densities for the AlN and GaN wafers were estimated to be lower than 

104 cm-2 and 106 cm-2, respectively.[24, 25, 91] These wafers were diced into small pieces 

and weighed before being immersed into either KOH aqueous solution or a combination of 

KOH and H2O2 aqueous solution. The etching was followed by DI water rinsing for 5 min 

and N2 gas blow-drying. The etch rate was determined either directly from a change of the 

thickness of the wafer or indirectly from the weight change: 

 For the thickness change method, the N-polar or metal-polar face were partially covered 

by 50 nm Ti/ 10 nm Au deposited by e-beam evaporation to act as an etching mask. 

Following the KOH etching and cleaning, the metal mask was removed in a hot HCl 

solution and then the step height was recorded using a Veeco Dektak 150 Profilometer. 
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 For the weight change method, which aims at the calculation of an overall etch rate of 

AlN and GaN, the etching depth r was calculated as r=Δw/ρAt.
 
Δw is the weight loss of 

the sample after etching, which was measured by a Mettler Toledo Microbalance XS105 

series with 10 µg resolution, ρ is the density of the wafer, t is the etching time, and A is 

the area of the basal plane. Here, A is considered constant even for the long periods of 

etching. This is based on the fact that the etching of the side facets of the wafer can be 

neglected because of a comparably smaller surface area and relatively low etching rate.  

Measurement errors of the etching rate may originate from systematic errors of 

micro-balance and optical microscope when the sample weight and basal plane area are 

determined. 

 

Figure 2.1. Image of the AlN and GaN bulk wafer used to investigate etching behavior. 

AlGaN bulk crystals are not available. Consequently, investigation of the etching 

selectivity between AlN and AlxGa1-xN (0≤x≤1) was performed using epitaxial films with 

thickness around 800 nm grown by MOCVD on 2-inch sapphire substrates. Using XRD, the 
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dislocation density of these films was estimated to be around 3×1010 cm-2.[92] The 

investigated films were fabricated as Lateral-Polarity-Structures (LPS) with alternating 10 

μm wide III-polar and N-polar stripes.[93] In order to determine selectivity and etching rates, 

substrates with epitaxial films were cut into small pieces and immersed into KOH aqueous 

solution. Due to the inertness to etching of the III-polar material, LPS are ideal structures for 

KOH etching experiments. The change of the height difference between the III-polar and N-

polar stripe is a simple but reliable measure of the etching rate. An optical microscope image 

of an as grown Al0.6Ga0.4N LPS (a) and of the structure after 5 min KOH etching (b) is shown 

in Figure 2.2. The 10 μm wide stripes with alternating III-polar and N-polar orientation can 

be clearly distinguished. After the KOH etching procedure, the III-polar material remains 

unchanged. In contrast the N-polar stripes are significantly darker. Cross sectional SEM 

images (not shown) indicated that the KOH etching led to a significant removal of the N-

polar AlGaN while the III-polar material was not altered. Further details are discussed below. 
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Figure 2.2. Optical micrograph of an Al0.6Ga0.4N LPS with 10 μm stripes before KOH etching (a) and 

after KOH etching (b). 

The surface morphology of the etched AlN and GaN bulk crystals was characterized 

by an Olympus BH-2 differential interference contrast (DIC) optical microscope, a JEOL 

JSM-6400 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) operating at 5 kV and a JEOL JSPM-5200 

Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) working in tapping mode. The N-polar AlN surface 

chemistry was characterized by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) to determine the 

molar ratios and bonding of Al, O and N after etching in KOH and KOH/H2O2 solutions. A 

VG Instruments hemispherical analyzer and an x-ray source producing Al Kα radiation 

housed in an analysis chamber with 10-10 Torr base pressure, were employed. The 

spectrometer work function was calibrated using Au 4f7/2 photoelectron line at 84.0 eV. All 

reported binding energies include correction for sample charging determined by the binding 
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energy shift in the adventitious C 1s line from 284.6 eV. All spectra were fitted with Voigt 

profiles. Low resolution survey scans and high resolution core level spectra were acquired 

using pass energies of 50 eV and 20 eV, respectively. Finally, the relationship between the 

etching hillocks and underlying dislocations were investigated by looking at cross-section 

two-beam bright field and dark field Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) on etched N-

polar AlN. g=(1-100) and g=(0002) imaging conditions were applied to distinguish the screw 

type and edge type dislocations. 

2.3 The influence of the Al composition on the etch rate and selectivity     

The etch rates of AlN and GaN single crystal substrates for both polarities in a 1 wt% 

KOH solution at 70°C are shown in Table 2.1. The N-polar surface has an etch rate 

exceeding 500 nm/min for AlN and 40 nm/min for GaN. In contrast, the etch rate of the 

metal polar surface is found to be below 2 nm/min for both AlN and GaN. These results are 

consistent with previous reports claiming that the N-polar GaN or AlN etch significantly 

faster than the respective metal-polar surfaces.[80] The extremely high etching selectivity 

between N-polar and III-polar in III-nitride crystals were attributed to the different bonding 

conditions of N-polar and III-polar surfaces. It was claimed that hydroxide ions in KOH 

solutions has difficulties in approaching and thus attacking  metal atoms in III-polar III-

nitride due to a large repulsion between negatively charged OH- ions and three occupied 

dangling bonds of nitrogen.[94] However, in the N-polar surface, there is only one dangling 

bond on top of nitrogen atom, thus chemical attack becomes easier.[94] As mentioned above, 

the Al-polar surface on AlN single crystal substrates is usually used for the epitaxy needed 
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for the fabrication of LEDs, thus, the selectivity between the N-polar and metal-polar 

surfaces is found to be sufficient to remove the AlN substrate while keeping the metal-polar 

epitaxial layer practically intact.  

Table 2.1 also indicates that the overall AlN etch rate was much higher than that of 

GaN under the same conditions. Comparing AlN and GaN a high etching selectivity of 13 is 

demonstrated. Based on the Arrhenius equation, the activation energies of wet etching GaN 

and AlN were experimentally determined to be 0.59 eV and 0.67 eV, respectively. The ratio 

of AlN/GaN etching activation energy of ~1.14 agrees well with the atomic bond strength 

difference,[95] but actually in contrast with the etching selectivity. Therefore, it is reasonable 

to believe that wet etching of III-nitride is more likely to be controlled kinetically instead of 

thermodynamically. It has widely been accepted that the wet etching of III-nitride happens in 

the format below:[94] 

2 2 3 32 3 2
KOHGaN H O Ga O NH   . (2.3.1) 

2 2 3 32 3 2
KOHAlN H O Al O NH   . (2.3.2) 

KOH acts as a catalyst and also dissolves Ga2O3 or Al2O3 forms on N-polar surface. 

In fact, XPS was conducted on etched N-polar AlN surface (as shown in section 2.5), 

demonstrating a 20% mole fraction of oxygen. The mole fraction of oxygen on top of N-

polar GaN was previously reported to be 10%,[94] indicating that Al2O3 or AlOx(OH)y are 

more likely to form than Ga2O3, which agrees well with the high etching selectivity between 
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AlN and AlxGa1-xN/ GaN. These observations make wet etching a promising method for 

substrate removal for LEDs grown on AlN. 

Table 2.1. Wet etching rate of the N-polar and III-polar surface of AlN and GaN single crystal substrates 

in 1 wt% KOH at 70°C.  

 Etch rate (N-polar) 

[nm/ min] 

Etch rate (metal-polar) 

[nm/ min] 

Polar selectivity (N / 

III) 

AlN 500±150 1.6±0.6 ~300 

GaN 40±4 1.9±0.3 ~20 

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is known to be a strong oxidizer. It was also reported that 

adding H2O2 into an acid solution could introduce an etching selectivity between different 

materials due to the intentionally enhanced oxidation behavior.[96, 97] It was proposed that 

adding hydrogen peroxide into KOH may lead to a further increase of the selectivity in III-

nitrides as well. However, there are no reports on the etching behavior of an H2O2/alkaline 

solution for nitride materials. Using the setups and samples described above, H2O2 was added 

into KOH aqueous solution. For a mixture with final H2O2 concentration of 10 wt%, the etch 

rate, surface morphology, and surface stoichiometry of GaN and AlN were investigated.  

Figure 2.3 shows a comparison between the etch depth obtained from KOH and 

KOH/H2O2 solution as a function of etching time for N-polar AlN and GaN. A non-linear 

etch rate for longer etching times is observed for both AlN and GaN. Again, the observed 

etch rate of AlN is about 30 times higher than that of GaN independent of the used solution. 

In addition, an increased etching rate of the KOH/H2O2 solution is observed. H2O2 leads to 
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approximately 120% greater etching depth for AlN and 30% greater depth for GaN. A 

possible explanation of the higher etch rate due to the addition of H2O2 is based on its ability 

of being an oxidizer. An oxide formation due to the H2O2 on top of the N-polar surface is 

proposed. This oxidized surface is more vulnerable to KOH which in return leads to the 

observed higher etching rate. The increased etching selectivity between AlN and GaN 

confirms the proposed mechanism of oxidation since the formation of oxygen-aluminum 

compounds is energetically more favorable than gallium-oxygen compounds,[98] which 

indicates a stronger oxidation of AlN.  

 

Figure 2.3. Etch depth versus etching time for AlN (a) and GaN (b) single crystal substrates in KOH and 

KOH/H2O2 solutions at 70°C. 

To further investigate the etching selectivity between AlN and AlxGa1-xN, similar wet 

etching was performed on AlxGa1-xN LPS grown on sapphire substrates. Due to the relatively 

small thickness of the AlxGa1-xN LPS of around 800 nm, a reduced etching rate was desired. 
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This was achieved by using a lower KOH weight concentration (0.5 wt %) and lower 

temperature (50ºC). The selectivity between N-polar AlN over N-polar AlxGa1-xN as a 

function of Al composition is shown in Figure 2.4. An etching selectivity greater than 1 is 

observed over the full compositional range of AlGaN. It is further observed that the 

selectivity increases as Al composition decreases. Large error bars came from the thickness 

measurement due to the pyramidal etching morphology. The etching selectivity between AlN 

and GaN LPS is approximately 12±2. Considering etching of AlN and GaN bulk crystals 

under KOH solution, etch selectivity between N-polar AlN and GaN is approximately 13, 

which fits well with the data achieved in AlxGa1-xN LPS. Dislocation densities inside AlGaN 

LPS are several magnitudes higher than that of bulk AlN and GaN material, yet the 

selectivity remains the same, indicating that under this mild etching condition, dislocation 

does not play a role in etching behavior. The formation and development of etching hillocks 

could only be attributed to different bonding conditions of crystallographic planes, which is 

an intrinsic property of III-nitride crystal structure. 
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Figure 2.4. Etch selectivity (AlN/AlxGa1-xN) as a function of Al composition under KOH (0.5 wt%, 50ºC) 

etching condition. 

2.4 The influence of KOH etching on the surface morphology 

Knowing the surface morphology of an etched semiconductor is crucial to understand 

the underlying etching processes and asses the applicability of the method for device 

processing. Figure 2.5 shows AFM images of the Ga-polar surface of a GaN substrate before 

and after KOH/H2O2 etching. It is important to remember that the metal-polar AlN and GaN 

surfaces are practically inert to wet etching for standard etching times (Table 2.1). A flat 

surface with bilayer steps was observed for the un-etched sample. The spacing of the steps 

strongly depended on the miscut of the crystals and varied across the samples. Etching of the 

wafer in a KOH/H2O2 solution at 70°C for 30 minutes led to an increase of oxides and 

hydroxides on the surface (white dots in Figure 2.5) and a reduction of the bilayer step 

structure. The RMS roughness of the surface on a 5×5 μm2 scan before and after etching in 
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KOH/H2O2 was 0.08 nm and 0.27 nm, respectively. This suggested that the KOH-based 

solution does not alter the morphology of the Ga-polar surface. A similar behavior was 

observed for the Al-polar AlN surface (not shown). 

 

Figure 2.5. AFM images of Ga-polar GaN before (a) and after KOH/H2O2 etching for 30min (b). 

Due to the high etch rates, the N-polar surfaces of AlN and GaN undergo significant 

changes if exposed to the KOH/H2O2 solution. Figure 2.6 shows SEM micrographs of N-

polar AlN and GaN etched in KOH and KOH/H2O2 solutions at 70°C for 60 minutes. After 

etching, the N-polar surfaces are covered with oriented hexagonal hillocks. Orientation of the 

hillocks followed the main crystallographic axis of the wafer. Size and distribution of the 

hillocks varies locally and throughout the wafer and no obvious grouping is recognized. For 

the N-polar AlN surface, the 1 wt% KOH solution creates hillocks with diameters ranging 

from 1–10 μm. The hillock size decreases dramatically to approximately 0.1-3 μm when the 
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KOH/H2O2 solution is used instead. This suggests a smoothening effect related to the 

oxidization ability of the hydrogen peroxide. It is also worth noting that the hillocks on the 

KOH/H2O2 etched N-polar AlN surface exhibit a reduced symmetry and seem to be 

distributed even more randomly compared to the KOH etched surface. Obviously, the 

pyramid-shaped hillocks tend to decompose into smaller structures if H2O2 is involved in the 

etching process. The formation mechanism of the hillocks and the smoothening effect of 

H2O2 will be discussed in the next section 2.5.  

The N-polar GaN surface exhibits hillocks with sizes around 5 μm. Overall the 

surface looked less random compared to N-polar AlN. Adding H2O2 hardly altered the size 

and distribution of the hillocks. A hillock density of 5×106 cm-2 was observed for the KOH 

etched AlN and both etched GaN surfaces presented in Figure 2.6. An increased hillock 

density of 2×107 cm-2 was observed for KOH/H2O2 etched AlN. Both of these values are 

significantly larger than the dislocation density of the AlN and GaN bulk crystals. This 

indicates that for samples with low dislocation density the KOH etching process is unlikely 

to be related to these dislocations. 
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Figure 2.6. SEM micrographs of N-polar AlN etched in KOH (a), KOH/H2O2 (b) and N-polar GaN etched 

in KOH (c), KOH/H2O2 (d) at 70°C for 60min. 

The surface morphology of an AlN LPS and a GaN LPS before and after KOH 

etching are shown in Figure 2.7. The as grown N-polar face of AlN and GaN epitaxial films 

on sapphire show a columnar structure (Figure 2.7(a)) and hexagon shape structure (figure 

2.7(c)), respectively.  In contrast, the metal polar surfaces look smooth and fully coalesced. 

AFM measurements confirm these observations as they reveal an RMS roughness below 0.5 

nm for the III-polar surface and an RMS roughness above 10 nm for the N-polar surfaces. 

The observed surface roughness is related to the growth mode of N-polar material. It is 

believed that it could be optimized using appropriate growth conditions. 
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After etching for 2 minutes under a mild condition with 0.5 wt% KOH at 50ºC, 

etching hillocks can be observed only on the N-polar surfaces of the AlN and AlGaN LPS. 

At the inversion domain boundary between the N-polar and Al-polar AlN an etching sidewall 

starts to appear (indicated by the red arrow in Figure 2.7(b)), indicating that the N-polar AlN 

etches faster than the Al-polar material. For the GaN LPS, the height difference between the 

Ga-polar and N-polar material hardly changes. This observation corresponds to the larger 

etch rate of AlN over GaN; etching time and conditions are too weak to allow for significant 

N-polar GaN height change. It is worth noting that the selectivity between the N- and III-

polar materials is still existent despite the fact that the surfaces of as-grown N-polar AlN and 

GaN epitaxial films are different to those of bulk crystals. Therefore, wet etching behavior 

does not depend on the surface morphology of the as grown crystal, but rather depends on the 

Al composition in AlxGa1-xN. 
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Figure 2.7. 60º tilted SEM micrographs of AlxGa1-xN LPS grown on sapphire substrate, when x=1, before 

etch (a), x=1, after etch (b), x=0, before etch (c), x=0, after etch (d). N-polar was shown on the left while 

III-polar was shown on the right within each image 

In order to better understand the KOH etching mechanism and the formation of the 

hexagonal hillocks, SEM was performed on cleaved N-polar AlN and GaN after immersing 

the samples into the KOH solution at 70°C for 60 min (Figure 2.8). The angle θ between the 

basal plane and the edge of bounding pyramids was measured to be 58±2° and 60±2° for AlN 

and GaN samples, respectively. Based on the results from Figure 2.8 a schematic of the 

etching hillocks was developed and shown in Figure 2.9 (a). The values for the angles θ 

correspond to 63° and 62° for the angles between the basal and bounding pyramidal planes 

for AlN and GaN samples, respectively (indicated in figure 2.9 (b) as angle φ). In a perfect 

wurtzite AlN and GaN crystal, the angles φ between the {000 1}  and {10 1 1} planes are 61.6º 

and 62º, respectively. These values are very close to the estimations from the SEM images. 
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This indicates that the pyramids are formed by the {10 1 1}  family of planes. Compared to the 

{000 1} basal planes, these semi-polar pyramidal planes have smaller number of crystal 

bonds and are chemically more stable. 

 

Figure 2.8. SEM cross-sectional images of hillocks on N-polar AlN (a) and N-polar GaN (b) after etching 

in KOH at 70°C for 60 min. 

 

Figure 2.9. Schematic of crystallographic planes of etched hillocks. 
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2.5 Surface stoichiometry investigation on etched surfaces and investigation of the H2O2 

smoothening mechanism 

In order to better understand the smoothening effect observed in KOH/H2O2 etched 

N-polar AlN and GaN, XPS studies were performed. In general, XPS can be used to 

determine the chemical state of a surface. Here, the state of the surface is compared for 

samples etched with KOH and KOH/H2O2 solutions. High resolution core level scans for Al 

2p, N 1s, and O 1s were performed as these are the main species determining the surface 

composition of AlN during the etching process.[99] The peak areas were fitted with Voigt 

peaks and used to determine the surface molar ratios of these species.  It should be mentioned 

that surface roughness can influence the XPS results. Roughness leads to a greater surface 

area, which may result in a higher total XPS signal count. However, for a particular surface 

morphology (e.g. hillocks with 60º between pyramid surface and basal plane), the intensity 

ratio of different elements (Al, N and O in our case) will be constant. Therefore, it is valid to 

compare the XPS data between KOH-etched N-polar AlN surface and KOH/H2O2-etched 

surface with regards to Al/N, O/N and O/Al molar ratios. 

Figure 2.10 shows the molar ratios of Al/N, O/N and O/Al before and after the 

etching the N-polar AlN surface either in 1 wt% KOH or 1 wt% KOH/10 wt% H2O2 solution 

at 70°C for 15 min. Before etching, an Al/N ratio of 1.1 was found. Assuming a 1:1 

stoichiometry between the Al and N in the bulk AlN, the remaining quantity represents extra 

Al bonded with other species. For Al, an affinity to O is known and formation of an 

aluminum oxide or hydroxide is expected. KOH etching leads to an increase of the Al/N ratio 
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to 1.2 and an increase of the O/Al and O/N ratios as well. Adding H2O2 into the KOH 

solution causes a further enhancement of oxide/hydroxide on the etched surface. This 

suggests stronger oxidation of the surface. The surface energies of the {000 1}and {10 1 1}  

planes are different due to their different atomic bonding conditions.[100, 101] Following the 

SEM images presented above, it was concluded that for KOH etched samples the {000 1}  

planes were attacked first (fast etching planes) and dominant {10 1 1} planes were formed 

(survival of slow etching planes). H2O2 in KOH etchant is expected to act as a strong 

oxidizer. Thus, there will be fast formation and dissolution of oxides and hydroxides on the 

surface, resulting in a fast and uniform etching perpendicular to the sample surface. As a 

result, the etched surface of AlN in H2O2/KOH will remain relatively smooth. This 

explanation is in agreement with the results from SEM presented in Figure 2.6(b), where the 

small hillocks caused by H2O2 tended to be rounded instead of faceted, suggesting a 

suppression of the {10 1 1} planes. 
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Figure 2.10. Surface molar ratios for N-polar AlN before etching and etched in KOH and KOH/H2O2 

solutions for15min. 

The specific oxide or hydroxide species on the AlN surface can be identified by their 

binding energy. In Figure 2.11(a), an O 1s core level peak obtained from a KOH etched AlN 

bulk crystal and its deconvolution into three components with binding energies of 530.3 eV, 

531.7 eV, and 532.8 eV are shown. The three deconvoluted peaks are attributed to O2-, OH-, 

and H2O, respectively.[99, 102] Similar spectra were acquired for KOH/H2O2 etching. The 

molar ratios of O2−: OH−: H2O were found to be approximately 1:3:1 and 3:5:2 for the KOH 

etched and KOH/H2O2 etched samples (Figure 2.11(b)), respectively. It was found that the N-

polar AlN sample after etching in KOH/H2O2 solution had a higher oxide and lower 

hydroxide level on the surface than the sample etched in KOH.  
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Figure 2.11. Deconvoluted O 1s core level peak of a KOH etched N-polar AlN (a) and the oxygen 

component distribution (b). 

2.6 Etching hillock development and etching mechanism 

Etching of III-nitrides in molten NaOH-KOH is considered to be an aggressive 

method. Reports claim that etching with this etchant is dislocation-related. Typically, it 

results in the formation of large etching hillocks[101] or pits[88] which can be counted and 

used for determination of the threading dislocation density.[101] However, as demonstrated 

above, KOH etching of bulk AlN and GaN results in the formation of hillocks with a density 

of 105 -106 cm-2 which is far above the dislocation density in these samples and excludes 

dislocations as origin of the etching mechanism. In order to better understand the etching 

mechanism, the development of the etching hillocks are further investigated in this section. 

In addition to AFM and SEM results, TEM was used to confirm the hypothesis that hillock 

formation is not related to underlying dislocations. 

N-polar AlN bulk crystals were etched in 1 wt% KOH or 1 wt% KOH/10 wt% H2O2 

solution at 70°C for short time periods, below 60 s, and investigated using AFM amplitude 
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images. As shown in Figure 2.12 the formation of small hillocks with diameter of less than 

50 nm starts immediately with the etching process (etching time ~ 15s). As etching time 

increases, the hillocks become larger and the crystallographic planes become more 

pronounced (Figure 2.12 (b), etching time ~ 30s). Taking into account the high hillock 

density and the fact that this density is decreasing as a function of etching time, it is unlikely 

that these features are related to the threading dislocations of the sample. 

 

Figure 2.12. Amplitude AFM images of N-polar AlN etched in KOH/H2O2 solution for 15s (a) and 30s (b). 

Figure 2.13 shows the surface morphology of N-polar AlN after etching in pure KOH 

aqueous solution for 15s. The observed etching hillocks are much larger than those obtained 

from etching in KOH/H2O2 solution. This result corresponds well with the SEM result shown 

in Figure 2.6 and the observation of a smoothening effect of the hydrogen peroxide. 
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Figure 2.13. Amplitude AFM image of N-polar AlN etched in pure KOH solution for 15s.  

Longer etching time of AlN in KOH leads to an increase of the hillock diameter to 

several micrometers which cannot be effectively imaged by AFM. Therefore, SEM was used 

instead. Figure 2.14(a) shows an SEM image of the N-polar AlN after 90 min etching in 

KOH aqueous solution. It is observed that smaller hillocks start to merge together with larger 

hillocks, leading to the observed increase in hillock diameter. A possible model describing 

the etching mechanism and hillock formation is depicted in Figure 2.14(b). The blue and 

yellow lines represent the surface before and after etching, respectively. Blue arrows indicate 

the direction of the chemical attack. The etching procedure starts with the formation of 

 1011  planes. Subsequently, hillocks containing these planes as side facets are uniformly 

etched and continuously formed and annihilated. The variation of the hillock size is 

explained as an imbalance of the local etching condition. As indicated by the red arrow in 

Figure 2.14(b), a low local etch rate variation caused by, for example, chemical diffusion or 

the existence of dislocations inside the crystal will results in a larger hillock compared to its 
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neighbors. If this process continues, the smaller neighboring hillocks will merge into the 

larger, leading to an overall increase of hillock diameter and roughness and decrease of the 

hillock density. 

 

Figure 2.14. Plan view SEM image of N-polar AlN etched in KOH solution (a) and illustration showing 

the development of etching hillock during etching (b). 

The development of etching hillocks is found to be a consequence of the difference of 

the etch rate of different crystallographic planes. It was clearly shown that it is not related to 

dislocations in the samples. In order to further prove this finding, cross-sectional TEM was 

performed on the N-polar AlN and GaN after KOH/H2O2 etching at 70°C for 30 minutes. As 

shown in Figure 2.15 no dislocations were observed beneath the hillocks for either of the two 

samples (GaN and AlN) and both diffraction conditions (screw and edge dislocation). This is 

deemed the ultimate proof that the etching hillocks are not related to dislocations. This is 
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different to molten salt etching where the etching pits/hillocks are used as identifiers of 

dislocations.  

 

Figure 2.15. Cross-sectional TEM image of AlN (a, b) and GaN (c, d) after KOH etching for 30min. Insets 

images are electron diffraction patterns with corresponding g vectors. No correlation between hillocks 

and dislocations is observed. 

2.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the etching behavior of AlN and GaN single crystals as well as AlGaN 

epitaxial layers in KOH and KOH/H2O2 solutions was studied. It was found that the N-polar 

AlN surface had an etch rate higher than 1 µm/min while the Al-polar surface had an etch 
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rate as low as 1.6 nm/min under the same conditions, resulting in a polarity selectivity of 

about 900 in favor of the N-polar surface. Polarity selectivity was observed also in GaN, with 

an etch rate that reached about 40 nm/min and 1.9 nm/min for the N-polar and Ga-polar 

surfaces, respectively. As aluminum composition increases in AlxGa1-xN epitaxial layers, an 

increase of the etch rate was observed.  

Further experiments were performed to get a better understanding of the etching 

mechanism of KOH. Hexagonal hillocks terminated by {10 1 1}  planes are found to start to 

appear at the early stage of etching.  Their diameter is found to increase from less than 50 nm 

to larger than 5 μm with time. This is explained by the inhomogeneity of the local etch rate. 

A model was developed and depicted. Adding H2O2 into the KOH solution resulted in a 

higher selectivity and a smoother surface after etching. Based on XPS results, this surface 

smoothening is attributed to an oxidation effect of the nitride surface, which suppresses 

{10 1 1} faceting. Finally, cross-sectional TEM studies confirmed that the KOH etching 

hillocks are not related to threading dislocations.  

It is found that KOH-based aqueous etching can be used as substrate thinning 

procedure or to remove the AlN substrate used for fabrications of AlGaN-based DUV-LED. 

This will help to increase light extraction efficiency in DUV-LED. 
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CHAPTER 3 Surface patterning of III-nitrides 

3.1 Surface patterning for light extraction efficiency enhancement in DUV-LEDs 

Even though the internal quantum efficiency of AlGaN based multiple quantum wells 

(MQWs) can reach values of 64%,[103, 104] DUV-LEDs still suffer from low external 

quantum efficiency (EQE). The reason for this low EQE is that III-nitride-based DUV LEDs 

have a low extraction efficiency of less than 5% due to high total internal reflection (TIR) 

caused by the difference of the refractive index at the semiconductor to air interface. Many 

approaches aiming to increase the light extraction efficiency are discussed throughout 

literature. This includes surface roughening/patterning techniques, nano-masking RIE, wet 

etching, electron-beam lithography, and nano-imprint lithography.[47] Among these 

techniques, e-beam lithography is one of the most investigated methods. Typically, it is used 

to create sub-micron sized periodic structures on the active region or window layer of the 

LED[57, 58, 105] structures. Diameters as small as 100 nm and periodicity of 180 nm were 

demonstrated and a several-fold intensity increase of the emitted light was achieved.[105] 

However, these techniques are time consuming, limited to small areas, and expensive. New 

approaches which can overcome these limitations include natural lithography[106, 107] and 

interference lithography.[108]  

In this chapter, results from natural lithography and interference lithography are 

applied to fabricate nanostructure patterns on III-nitride substrates and AlGaN/AlN MQW 

structures. The optical properties of processed structures including integral reflection, 

transmission, and photoluminescence are investigated and compared to as-grown samples. 
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Different patterning methods, periodicities, sizes, and shape of nanostructures are 

investigated to determine their influence on the light extraction efficiency and far-field 

intensity profile. Overall, an enhancement of emission light intensity using a nano-patterning 

technique is demonstrated. It is found that, since it results in the best periodicity and well-

defined structures, interference lithography is the foremost technique. Finally, the influence 

of periodic structures, including photonic crystals on the AlN transmissivity based DUV-

LEDs is investigated using finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) simulations. Theoretical 

and experimental results are compared and a good agreement is found. 

3.1.1 Natural lithography technique 

Recently, self-assembling monolayer masks and anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) 

fabrication have become commercially available. Based on these new techniques, a novel 

pattern transfer method called “natural lithography” has drawn an increasing amount of 

attention. Natural lithography based on a natural colloidal self-assembly phenomenon was 

first demonstrated by Fischer et al.[109] Nowadays, SiO2 spheres,[110, 111] polystyrene 

(PS)[112] spheres, or the self-ordered AAO[113, 114] are used as etching masks for 

nanostructure pattern transfer. All methods can be used to create large-area patterns at low 

cost, which is advantageous for industrial applications. However, only very limited results 

for III-nitrides and specifically for AlN and AlGaN are available. Dai et al.[115], for 

example, fabricated AAO on n- and p-cladding layers of InGaN-based LEDs. After drying 

etching, patterns with 160 nm diameter pores were transferred on the LED and a 72% 

enhancement of the output power was observed. Various groups have used the SiO2/PS 
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patterning method for the fabrication of nano-pillar arrays on top of LEDs and demonstrated 

many-fold increase of EQE and output power.[107, 116-118] 

In this work, AAO was fabricated either by two-step anodization of Al foil followed 

by a transfer process to the LED device,[119] or by direct anodization of an Al thin film on 

the LED substrate. Subsequently, RIE was applied to transfer the pattern from AAO to the 

LED.[106, 120] In the case of SiO2 or PS pattern transfer, SiO2/PS spheres were coated on 

top of the LEDs. The sphere underwent a self-assembling into a hexagonal closely packed 

array which then acted as a hard mask for subsequent dry etching.  

3.1.2 Interference lithography technique  

As result of this work, it was found that due to the monodispersity of self-assembled 

nanoparticles the achieved patterns from natural lithography were typically inhomogeneous. 

This usually led to a loss of periodicity during mask preparation. Thus, a new patterning 

method, which allowed for periodic structures had to be found. Compared to natural 

lithography, interference lithography (IL) is found to be applicable for the generation of 

highly periodic structures and is at the same time very cost-effective and easily scalable. 

Interference lithography is also called holography because two coherent laser beams 

interfere with each other and produce a sinusoidal intensity pattern. If used in combination 

with a photoresist film on a substrate, highly periodic patterns can be achieved. Both 1D and 

2D patterns can be created. The transfer from photoresist to the sample is typically done by 

RIE. In contrast to conventional photolithography, interference lithography can create sub-

micron features below the diffraction limit. In addition, no hard mask is needed during the 
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process, thus avoiding contamination.[108, 121, 122] Seo[123] and coworkers presented 2D 

concave hemisphere-shaped pattern on indium-tin-oxide (ITO) layer of GaN-based LEDs 

with 200 and 400 nm periodicity. For such patterns a 34% enhancement of output power was 

demonstrated. 

3.1.3 Photonic crystals 

In addition to increasing the extraction efficiency due to surface roughening, 

periodically patterned structures can also lead to a highly directional beam profile due to the 

so called photonic crystal effect.[124] A Photonic Crystal (PhC) is a periodically patterned 

material in 1D, 2D, or 3D with feature size on the order of the wavelength of interacting 

light. Distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs), 2D triangular or square lattice of hole/pillar slabs, 

and opal represent 1D, 2D, and 3D PhCs, respectively. 2D PhCs are considered to be useful 

for LEDs as they can enhance light extraction and increase EQE. 

Enhancement of light extraction using 2D PhCs can be achieved in two ways. First, if 

the dimensions of the PhC are tuned to be half of the emission wavelength (λ/2), a Photonic 

Bandgap (PBG) is created.[125] In such a system, lateral propagation of light falling within 

the photonic bandgap is prohibited. Thus, light can only travel perpendicular to the 

semiconductor-air interface leading to an enhanced extraction efficiency.[126] This condition 

is called “Strong PhC”. The second way is due to a “Weak PhC” phenomenon. This 

condition is more common in LEDs. Weak PhCs are generated by periodically arranged slabs 

of finite thickness. This leads to a periodic change (air/semiconductor) of the refractive index 

and creates a “cutoff lattice constant”[127] for the structure. Light modes with wavelength λ 
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become “leaky modes”[128] and can be scattered to free space if the lattice constant of PhC 

is larger than the cutoff lattice constant 
cutoff . In other words, the emitted radiation from the 

dipole source will either couple to the guided modes of the dielectric slab or to radiation 

modes. For a higher percentage of radiation modes, larger extraction efficiency is achieved. 

For a weak PhC, no PBG exists and the periodic structure only acts as surface grating. The 

above mentioned cutoff lattice constant is given by: 

1
cutoff

effn


 


. (3.1.1) 

Here, 
effn is the effective refractive index of the PhCs region.[129] PhCs possess 

unique advantages for light extraction applications in LEDs. In the case of random surface 

roughening, photons will be bounced back and forth until they eventually reach the escape 

cone or are re-absorbed. In LEDs with PhCs on the surface, a shorter light escape length is 

provided and parasitic absorption is reduced. In addition, commercial LEDs typically require 

emission to be collected in a specific solid angle. PhC-patterned LEDs offer better control 

over the directionality of light emission. Wierer et al.[57] demonstrated that far-field 

emission pattern of conventional GaN-based blue LEDs is nearly Lambertian whereas the 

radiation pattern of PhC-patterned LEDs is heavily modified with an increased radiance 

perpendicular to the interface.[130] 
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3.2 Natural lithography and interference lithography for III-nitrides 

The GaN templates used in this study were grown in a vertical, cold-walled, RF-

heated, low-pressure MOCVD reactor.[131] Triethylgallium (TEG) and ammonia were used 

as Ga and N precursors, respectively and N2 was used as diluent gas. Growth temperature 

was controlled at 1040°C and the V/III ratio was fixed at 100. 1.3 μm thick GaN was grown 

on c-sapphire substrate. 600 nm AlN was grown on c-sapphire substrates at growth 

temperatures around 1200-1250°C and V/III ratios of 1500-2000. The AlGaN/AlN MQW 

structures on single crystal AlN substrates were also grown by MOCVD with structures 

consisting of 500 nm Al0.7Ga0.3N and 10 pairs of Al0.5Ga0.5N/AlN (1.6 nm well/4 nm barrier).  

Natural lithography was used to fabricate both nano-porous and nano-pillar structures 

on III-nitride and MQW structures. III-nitride nano-porous structures were achieved via 

AAO surface patterning. A schematic of the fabrication process is shown in Figure 3.1 (a). 

First, the samples were ultrasonically cleaned sequentially in acetone, methanol, and 

deionized water for 5 min each. Then a 200 nm Al/10 nm Ti metal stack was deposited on 

the sample by e-beam evaporation. The sample was immersed into 0.3 M oxalic acid solution 

in water and a two-step anodization was performed.[132, 133] The first step aimed to create 

small dimples with Al2O3 porous structures in the Al thin film. An electrical potential of 40 

V was applied during the first anodization process for 5 min, followed by wet etching under 

0.2 M/0.4 M chromic acid/phosphoric acid mixture at 60°C. The etching was applied in order 

to partially remove the porous aluminum. The second anodization process led to the 

oxidation of Al and arrangement into highly organized Al2O3. The second anodization was 
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performed under the same condition as the first step. Subsequently, etching with 5 wt% 

H3PO4 at room temperature was performed in order to widen the AAO pores. The nano-

porous structures generated by AAO were then transferred to the underlying GaN or AlN by 

reactive ion etching using a TRION Minilock system with a Cl2/BCl3 plasma with flow rates 

of 25/25 sccm. The pressure was set as 70 mTorr and the RIE power was 100 W. Different 

etching times, ranging from 4 min to 15 min were applied to investigate the influence of 

etching time on pore morphology. 

In order to compare the nano-porous structures generated by AAO with its 

complementary nano-pillar structures, surface patterning using SiO2 spheres was also 

performed. A schematic of the process flow for patterning via SiO2 spheres is shown in 

Figure 3.1 (b). First, the GaN or AlGaN/AlN MQW substrates were cleaned as described 

above. The cleaning was followed by immersion in 1:1 H2O2/H2SO4 solution to make the 

surface hydrophilic. Suspension with 100 nm and 200 nm diameter SiO2 spheres in water 

solution (Nissan Chemical) was spin-coated on the substrates to form a closely-packed 

monolayer. RIE with CF4 50 sccm plasma was used to reduce the dimensions of the SiO2 

spheres followed by Cl2/BCl3 plasma to achieve nano-pillar structures. After pattern transfer 

via RIE, AAO and SiO2 monolayer masks were removed in HF/water solution followed by 

sonication in acetone/methanol/DI water for 5 min each.  
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Figure 3.1. Schematic process flow of natural lithography patterning on GaN or AlN. 

The nano-porous and nano-pillar structures fabricated via AAO and SiO2 spheres 

were found not to have long-range periodicity due to the nature of mask preparation (purely 

random arrangement of the nanostructures). Therefore, interference lithography was done, 

using a Lloyd’s Mirror interferometer setup as shown in Figure 3.2, to achieve periodic 

structures. 
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Figure 3.2. Lloyd’s Mirror interferometer setup used for interference lithography. 

For a Lloyd’s Mirror interferometer, the mirror is perpendicular to the sample holder. 

The light reflected from the mirror interferes either constructively or destructively with the 

light shedding directly on the sample. This interference leads to a periodic intensity pattern 

on the sample coated with photoresist. The rotary stage shown in Figure 3.2 allows to change 

the angle at which light is incident on the sample, thereby changing the periodicity under 

which the sample is patterned:  

2 sinn




 

.
 (3.2.1) 
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Here,  is the periodicity of the pattern,  is the wavelength of the laser, n is the 

refractive index of the medium (typically air), and  is the incident angle. The used setup 

utilizes a He-Cd laser with 325 nm emission wavelength as the light source. Initially, the 

light passes through a spatial filter, which provides a clean Gaussian beam by removing 

interference from dust particles. The sample which is covered with photoresist (PR) is 

attached to the sample holder and will encounter an approximately plane-wave front after the 

beam reaches out for 2 meters. A 1D pattern can be achieved by a one time exposure, while 

2D patterns can be achieved by two subsequent exposures with the sample placed in two 

perpendicular directions. However, due to the limit of the beam size, the effective area of 

interference lithography was restricted by the setup. Furthermore, the pattern shape was only 

limited to 1D or 2D periodic feature in comparison to standard photolithography. 

A schematic of the process flow for interference lithography including the etching 

and cleaning steps is shown in Figure 3.3. An Anti-Reflection-Coating (ARC) was used to 

reduce the light reflection from the interface between the photoresist and sample, which 

could disturb the exposure of the photoresist. The thickness of the ARC needed to be 

optimized for each periodicity in order to achieve an optimal anti-reflection effect. A MatLab 

program was used to estimate the individual thickness of the ARC.[134] 
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Figure 3.3 Schematic process flow of the interference lithography patterning. 

The surface morphology of the patterned GaN and AlN thin films and AlGaN/AlN 

MQW structures was characterized by a JEOL JSM-6400 field emission scanning electron 

microscope (FE-SEM) operating at 5 kV. Integral transmission/reflection of as-grown and 

patterned structures was determined using a 2-inch integrating sphere from Thorlabs, which 

was connected to a Princeton Instruments Acton SP2750 0.75 m high-resolution 

monochromator with a 150 grooves/mm grating and attached CCD via an optical fiber. A 

schematic of the setups for integral reflectivity measurements and angle-resolved 

transmission measurements are shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4. Schematic showing the setups for (a) integral reflectivity measurements and (b) angle-

resolved transmission measurements. 

As shown in Figure 3.4, collimated light from a Xe gas-discharge lamp is coupled 

into the integrating sphere through its entrance port. For integral reflection measurements, 

samples were attached opposite to the entrance port of the integrating sphere such that the 

light source was incident at 8° to the surface normal (to reduce total reflection back to the 

entrance port). The value of the integral reflectivity R can be calculated by  

s

r

I
R

I


,
 (3.2.2) 

where Is is the intensity of the reflected light with the sample in the integrating sphere and Ir 

is the intensity of reflected light from a highly-reflective material (the cap of the integrating 

sphere). 

Angle-resolved transmission measurements with collection angle ranging from -45° 

to 45° at a 2° resolution were conducted by putting the sample at the exit port of the 
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integrating sphere using an optical fiber attached to a rotation stage. Transmission T is then 

calculated using 

s

b

I
T

I
  (3.2.3) 

where 
sI denotes the intensity when the sample was attached to the integrating sphere, and 

bI

represents the intensity when no sample was placed on the port. 

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the patterned and planar AlGaN/AlN MQW 

structures were recorded using an ArF laser emitting at 193 nm incident on the sample 

surface at 45°. The luminescence signal was collected at 0°, 15°, 30° and 45° normal to the 

sample surface and recorded using the Princeton Instruments Acton SP2750 0.75m high-

resolution monochromator with attached CCD. Finally, a simulation of the far-field intensity 

profile was performed using the “Lumerical” FDTD solution package. 

3.3 Surface morphology of patterned III-nitride surfaces 

3.3.1 Nano-porous and nano-pillar GaN fabricated by natural lithography 

The surface morphology of AAO on GaN films was analyzed in order to understand 

the influence of process parameters on size and structure of the nano-porous pattern. 

Figure 3.5 (a) and (b) show plan-view SEM images of AAO on top of GaN/sapphire 

processed with 6 min and 9 min anodization time, respectively. Increasing the anodization 

time by three minutes leads to an increase of the pore diameter from ~20 nm to ~65 nm. 

While shorter anodization time leads to compact films without visible pores, it is found that 
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anodization times longer than 9 minutes leads to degradation of the AAO. Consequently, 9 

min anodization time is deemed to be optimal for pattern transfer. 

The diameter of the pores and size distribution is crucial for the optical properties of 

the patterned surface. A histogram of the size distribution is shown in Figure 3.6. The 

average diameter is found to be around 65 nm. The average inter-pore distance was estimated 

to be around 100 nm, indicating a well-pronounced separation of the individual pores. 

However, no long-range periodicity is seen and some of the pores were connected to each 

other. This non-uniformity arose primarily for two reasons: (1) the 200 nm Al film on GaN 

was too thin to form highly ordered AAO cell structure, and (2) the insulating GaN/sapphire 

substrate beneath the Al film influenced the current flow during anodization, which led to the 

inhomogeneity of the AAO cell size.[135, 136] Figure 3.5 (c) shows the cross-sectional view 

of the AAO on top of GaN after 9 min anodization time. Straight inner-walls, which are 

desirable for the RIE pattern transfer, can be observed. 

 

Figure 3.5. FE-SEM images of AAO on GaN fabricated by the two-step anodization method: (a) 6 min 

anodization, plan-view, (b) 9 min anodization, plan-view, (c) 9 min anodization, cross-sectional view. 
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Figure 3.6. AAO pore diameter distribution histogram binned in 5 nm increments for AAO with optimal 

anodization condition. 

Using the optimized AAO mask on the GaN film, different etching times were 

applied to transfer the pattern from AAO to GaN. Figure 3.7 shows the surface structure of 

etched GaN layers recorded with SEM as a function of the Cl2/BCl3 plasma etching time. It is 

evident that the pore diameter and pore depth increase with etching time. The optimal etching 

time was established to be around 7 minutes with resulting pore diameters around 50±15 nm, 

whereas the inter-pore distance of 100 nm remained the same as for the original AAO mask. 

The pore density was estimated to be 7.8×109 cm-2 and 1.2×1010 cm-2 for 4 min and 7 min 

etching, respectively. The pore density for 7 min etching was similar to the density of holes 

in the AAO mask shown in Figure 3.5 (b), demonstrating a complete pattern transfer. Finally, 

Figure 3.7 (c) shows that a further increase of the etching time to 15 min led to a decrease in 

the quality of the nano-porous structure due to pore coalescence. 
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Figure 3.7. Plan-view FE-SEM images of GaN nano-porous arrays after etching in Cl2/BCl3 25 sccm/25 

sccm for (a) 4 min, (b) 7 min, (c) 15min. 

Nano-pillar structures were fabricated on both GaN and AlGaN/AlN MQW samples. 

As shown in the process flow in Figure 3.1 (b), a monolayer of SiO2 spheres was used as a 

mask. In order to achieve a SiO2 monolayer, the sample surface treatment condition, spinning 

condition, and SiO2 solution concentration, which are all critical factors of the process, 

needed to be well understood. It was found that if the GaN or AlGaN/AlN MQW structures 

were not treated with H2SO4/H2O2 acid to increase hydrophilicity, SiO2 sphere coverage was 

low and patches of SiO2 blobs were seen on the surface. Optimal spin speed for the coating 

was found to be 7000 rpm in combination with 4000 rpm/s ramping speed. This ramping 

condition ensures a uniform spin coating over the whole 2 inch wafer. The concentration of 

SiO2 aqueous solution is crucial for the surface coverage and formation of the monolayer. 

Thus, different concentrations of SiO2 aqueous solution were tried and their influence on 

monodispersity was investigated. Figure 3.8 shows plan view SEM images of 100 nm 
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diameter SiO2 spheres coated on a GaN surface. Suspension concentrations ranging from 2 

wt% up to 10 wt% were applied. 2 wt% SiO2 solution led to less than 50% coverage of the 

surface (assuming a 100% coverage of the surface when SiO2 was closely packed), while 10 

wt% SiO2 solution resulted in more than one layer of SiO2 spheres. Consequently, 6 wt% is 

found to be the optimal concentration. For this concentration a packing efficiency of ~80% 

can be achieved. It should be mentioned that the as-received SiO2 nanoparticle had a large 

range of size distribution (75 nm to 112 nm), and that this poor monodispersity is believed to 

be the main reason for the loss of periodicity during monolayer coating. 

 

Figure 3.8. Plan-view SEM images of SiO2 particle (100 nm diameter) spin coated on a GaN surface: (a) 2 

wt% SiO2 concentration; (b) 6 wt% SiO2 concentration; (c) 10 wt% SiO2 concentration. 

Following the formation of the SiO2 monolayer mask, GaN nano-pillar structures 

were fabricated using RIE. Figure 3.9 (a) and (b) show a plan-view FE-SEM image of a SiO2 

monolayer (100 nm diameter) on GaN, and GaN nano-pillars after 2 min of Cl2/BCl3 etching, 

respectively. Interconnected pillars can be seen. The diameter at the top of the pillars was 
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100±15 nm, which is similar to the average SiO2 sphere size. The average inter-pillar 

distance was estimated to be 130±20 nm. 

The interconnectivity of the pillars is expected to be negative for the possible 

enhancement of the light extraction. So far, only for free-standing dielectric pillar structures 

that introduce a gradual change of the effective refractive index in the patterned region has 

been found to have a positive effect either experimentally or theoretically.[137, 138] In order 

to completely separate the nano-pillars, the size of the spin-coated SiO2 spheres was reduced 

to 80 nm via CF4 plasma etching under the RIE/ICP power of 100W/100W. As shown in 

Figure 3.9 (c), there was no obvious sign of aggregation of adjacent SiO2 spheres in the 

monolayer mask or disruption of the ordering after the reduction of the sphere size. Figure 

3.9 (d) shows the morphology of the nano-pillar structure after subsequent pattern transfer. 

Compared to Figure 3.9 (b) the gap between the pillars was increased and the pillars were 

mostly free-standing.  
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Figure 3.9. Plan view FE-SEM images of (a) a 100 nm SiO2 sphere monolayer on GaN; (b) GaN nano-

pillars after transfer; (c) SiO2 sphere monolayer after sphere diameter was reduced; (d) GaN nano-pillars 

obtained after reducing the sphere size. 

The height of the nano-pillar structures generated by SiO2 spheres can be controlled 

by changing the RIE time. Figure 3.10 shows 60° tilted FE-SEM images of the GaN pillars 

after different etching times. Nano-pillars generated from spheres without (a, c) and with (b, 

d) ICP CF4 shrinking are compared. It can be seen that without the reduction of the SiO2 

sphere diameter, the GaN nano-pillars remained interconnected. On the other hand, isotropic 

etching in CF4 as short as 1 min reduced the sphere size sufficiently to increase the gap 

between pillars and generate free-standing structures. The height of free-standing GaN nano-

pillars was 110±20 nm and 180±10 nm for 2 min and 4 min Cl2/BCl3 etching, respectively. 
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Taking into account data from 1 min and 6 min etching (not shown), a linear etch rate of 

approximately 50nm/min is estimated. 

 

Figure 3.10. Tilted (60°) FE-SEM images of GaN nano-pillars obtained at different conditions: (a) as 

deposited spheres and 2 min Cl2/BCl3 etching; (b) 1 min CF4 etching to reduce the sphere size, followed 

by 2 min Cl2/BCl3 etching; (c) as deposited spheres and, 4 min etching; (d) 1 min CF4 etching to reduce 

the sphere size, followed by 4 min Cl2/BCl3 etching. 

As shown in Figure 3.9, the inter-pillar distance can be controlled by the size of the 

SiO2 spheres. So far, the morphology of GaN nano-pillar structures fabricated by 100 nm 

diameter SiO2 spheres and the influence of shrinking was investigated. Similar spin-coating 

and RIE conditions were also applied to SiO2 spheres with 200 nm diameter. Figure 3.11 (a) 
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and (b) show plan-view FE-SEM images of a monolayer formed by 200 nm diameter SiO2 

spheres on GaN. Using a 20 wt% SiO2 solution led to the highest surface coverage and most 

uniform particle distribution across the wafer. Comparing Figures 3.9 and 3.11, it is found 

that the 200 nm diameter SiO2 monolayer showed a slightly better local periodicity than the 

monolayer formed by 100 nm diameter SiO2 spheres. This is probably due to an improved 

size distribution as the sphere diameter becomes larger. Pattern transfer was applied from the 

SiO2 monolayer to the GaN thin film and a SEM image of the resulting nano-pillar structure 

is shown in Figure 3.11 (c). The nano-pillars are found to be uniform in diameter and closely 

packed after they were fabricated utilizing 1 min CF4 plasma shrinking followed by 4 min 

Cl2/BCl3 etching. 

 

Figure 3.11. (a,b) FE-SEM images of a monolayer of 200 nm diameter SiO2 spheres on GaN and (c) 80º 

tilted view of GaN nano-pillars after RIE and plasma shrinking. 

In summary, nano-porous structures and nano-pillar structures were fabricated via 

natural lithography techniques. It was demonstrated that the pore size or pillar diameter can 
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be controlled by AAO anodization condition and SiO2 particle shrinking, respectively. In 

addition, inter-pore and inter-pillar distance can be controlled by changing anodization 

electrolyte and SiO2 particle size, respectively. Furthermore, the depth of the pores or height 

of the pillars can be controlled by applying different RIE etching times. Consequently, 

natural lithography is found to be highly controllable in a mass-production setting, and cost-

effective compared to other nanostructure fabrication techniques and deemed to be useful for 

LED applications. However, despite these advantages, patterns achieved by natural 

lithography offered only low short-range periodicity, which excluded them from the 

application for photonic crystals. Thus, a new technique, which offered the same advantages 

as natural lithography in combination with long-range periodicity was developed. 

3.3.2 1D and 2D III-nitride periodic arrays fabricated by interference lithography 

Interference lithography generates patterns using interference of laser light. These 

interference patterns are typically highly periodic and that interference lithography is 

expected to be a promising technique for inexpensive, highly periodic structures in mass 

production. However, only very limited results on interference lithography applied to III-

nitrides are available in literature.[108, 139, 140] 

SEM images of photo-resist (PR) on GaN patterned using the interference lithography 

technique, as illustrated in Figure 3.3, is shown in Figure 3.12. A 1D (a) and 2D (b) pattern is 

shown. The periodicity was 200 nm for both patterns. A sharp contrast of the developed and 

un-developed PR was achieved by controlling the exposure dose and developing time. 
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Figure 3.12. 1D (a) and 2D (b) PR patterning on GaN generated by interference lithography. 

Subsequently, the periodic structures were transferred from PR to the GaN substrate 

using RIE. Figure 3.13 shows the 1D and 2D GaN arrays. The periodicity of the GaN 

patterns is found to be 200 nm, which followed the periodicity of the patterned PR and 

demonstrated successful 1:1 pattern transfer. Throughout literature, this is the smallest 

periodicity achieved on GaN and AlN thin films so far using interference lithography. 

Fabrication of the nano-walls and nano-pillars on areas as large as 1 inch was demonstrated. 

The wafer size was limited solely by the setup and up-scaling can be achieved by using an 

advanced interference lithography system. Periodic nanostructures with the achieved feature 

size are able to interact with light on the wavelength scale, thus allowing for better light 

propagation management, including light extraction efficiency enhancement in DUV-LEDs. 
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Figure 3.13. 1D (a) and 2D (b) GaN patterning achieved by interference lithography after pattern 

transfer from PR.  

Eventually patterning of AlN was investigated. Patterning of AlN on sapphire 

followed the same process as for the GaN samples. Structures with periodicity ranging from 

400 to 600 nm were fabricated. SEM images of the patterned AlN surface are shown in 

Figure 3.14. Similar to the natural lithography, the shape and height of the pillars, and the 

inter-pillar distance can be controlled by the RIE process conditions. This provides various 

opportunities to optimize the pattern with regards to enhanced light extraction efficiency in 

nano-patterned LED. In the next section, optical properties including integral 

reflection/transmission and photoluminescence spectroscopy of nano-patterned structures are 

investigated and the influence of the nanostructure periodicity on light extraction efficiency 

is studied.  
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Figure 3.14. SEM images of 2D AlN arrays with periodicity of (a) 400 nm and (b) 600 nm. 

3.4 Optical properties of patterned III-nitrides  

3.4.1 Integral reflectivity of nano-patterned structures 

In order to investigate the influence of the patterning technique on the optical 

properties, the integral reflection was measured. Figure 3.15 shows reflectivity of planar (as 

grown) GaN, inter-connected and free-standing pillars fabricated by the natural lithography, 

and 2D arrays fabricated using the interference lithography. It can be seen that the reflectivity 

of the as grown GaN sample is the highest of all structures. The periodic oscillation of the 

reflectivity with wavelength corresponds to thickness fringes of the GaN film. Calculated 

thickness from these fringes is approximately 1.2 μm, which is in agreement with cross-

sectional SEM data. A reduced reflectivity is observed for all patterned samples. The anti-

reflective effect of the patterned surface is further visible through the reduction of the 

thickness fringes. An increased separation of the thickness fringes for the nano-pillar 

patterned structures is observed. This corresponds to a decreased effective thickness of the 
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GaN layer due to material loss from RIE. Comparing the interconnected and free-standing 

GaN nano-pillars, a lower integral reflectivity over the whole investigated wavelength range 

can be observed for the latter. However, among all investigated structures, periodic GaN 

nano-pillars fabricated by interference lithography showed the lowest reflectivity and only 

minor thickness fringes. These observations underline the importance of the periodicity for 

anti-reflection coatings in III-nitrides. 

 

Figure 3.15. Measured integral reflectivity of planar GaN and GaN with nano-pillars of different shapes 

on the surface. 

The interference fringes in Figure 3.15 hinder a direct comparison of the reflectivity 

values of the samples. In order to obtain comparable values for the integral reflectivity, the 

curves were fitted based on the light interference equation: 
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1 22 cosR R R 
,
 (3.4.1) 

where R represents the measured reflectivity from the interference effect, 1R  and 
2R

represents the reflection of the original coherent light coming from the front and back 

interface, and  denotes the phase shift given by: 

4 cosn d


   
. (3.4.2) 

Here, n is the refractive index of the material,[44] d is thickness of the film (1.3 μm), 

 denotes the wavelength, and   represents the angle of refraction (8°). The fitting of the 

data from Figure 3.15 using Equation (3.3) is shown in Figure 3.16 (a). 

 

Figure 3.16. (a) Fitted integral reflectivity of patterned GaN and (b) calculated reduction of the integral 

reflectivity after nano-patterning. 
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Ideally, a patterned film would reduce reflectivity in order to allow for a better out-

coupling of light. Figure 3.16 (b) shows the effective reduction of the reflectivity as a 

function of wavelength for the investigated patterns normalized to the as grown planar GaN. 

Here, the reduction of the reflectivity was calculated using 

patternas grown

as grown

R R

R



. (3.4.3) 

An up to 22% decrease of the reflection due nano-patterning using natural lithography 

is observed. Furthermore, a 45% decrease of light reflection was achieved for samples with 

the highly periodic nano-patterning using the interference lithography. Since the light 

propagation is symmetric in both directions, the reduced reflectivity corresponds to 

significantly higher light extraction efficiency. If absorption was neglected in the substrate, a 

45% decrease of light reflection (from 22% to 12%) of nano-patterned structures using 

interference lithography results in a 13% increase of transmission (from 78% to 88%). This 

result shows the potential of using nano-pillar patterned structures for DUV-LEDs. In 

addition, the result also agrees well with theoretical predictions[141] claiming that periodic 

nano-structures outperform random roughened nanostructures in enhancing the light 

extraction efficiency.  
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3.4.2 Angle-resolved transmission of nano-patterned structures 

In order to further support the conclusions made from integral reflection 

measurements, angle-resolved transmission measurements were conducted on planar GaN 

and 2D periodic GaN structures fabricated by interference lithography. Transmission was 

recorded depending on wavelength and collection angle and a pseudo-3D image as shown in 

Figure 3.17 was generated.  

 

Figure 3.17. Angle-Resolved transmission spectra of planar GaN and 2D GaN periodic array structures. 

The color bar in Figure 3.17 represents transmitted light intensity. The left side of the 

graph represents the transmission of planar GaN. A few nearly-horizontal lines with high 
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transmission are observed. These lines can be explained by thickness fringes from the GaN 

film as they were observed in the reflectivity measurements in Figure 3.15 as well. Such 

thickness fringes are not observed for the 2D periodic GaN arrays. This is explained by the 

anti-reflective behavior of the patterned surface. Instead, diagonal lines are observed. Such 

features were previously reported for angle-resolved photoluminescence spectra[142] of 

nano-patterned GaN/InGaN MQW structures. The diagonal lines are attributed to photonic 

crystal streaks. They arise from the folding of guided modes at the Brillouin Zone (BZ) 

boundary of the photonic crystal which become leaky when the modes are above the light 

line.[124, 142] This indirectly proves that the 2D pattern acts as a photonic crystal. 

The transmission of the planar and patterned GaN at 400 nm as a function of 

collection angle was extracted from Figure 3.17. Figure 3.18 (a) shows the normalized 

intensity profile for planar GaN. It can be described by a Lambertian distribution (

 
2

cosI  -red line). The intensity profile of planar GaN and 2D periodic GaN arrays is 

shown in Figure 3.18 (b). An enhancement of the transmission is observed for all angles. In 

addition, several spikes at low angles are observed for patterned GaN exclusively. These 

spikes correspond to the diagonal lines in Figure 3.17 and are explained by light dispersion 

due to the photonic crystal effect. Integration over all angles highlights an enhancement of 

13% for nano-patterned structures compared to planar structures, which fits perfectly with 

the value obtained from the integral reflection measurement (Figure 3.16 (b)). 
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Figure 3.18. (a) Light intensity profile for planar GaN and (b) comparison between planar GaN and the 

2D periodic GaN array. 

3.4.3 Angle-resolved photoluminescence spectra of nano-patterned MQW structures 

In order to test the potential of the investigated lithography techniques on LED 

structures, nano-patterning was also performed on AlGaN/AlN MQW structures on AlN 

single crystal substrate. The fabrication process for these samples was similar to what was 

described above for GaN films. A SiO2 sphere monolayer was used as etching mask. The 

MQW structure consisted of ten pairs of AlGaN/AlGaN quantum well/barrier layer and 

patterned structures penetrating through the MQW active region. PL spectra were collected at 

different angles and compared to the planar MQW samples, aiming at providing direct 

evidence of enhanced light extraction due to nano-patterning. 

As shown in Figure 3.19 (a) an increase of the MQW-related luminescence is 

observed after nano-pillar fabrication. Furthermore, a blue shift of the peak maximum of 

approximately 40 meV is observed for the sample with the patterned surface. Such a peak 
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shift corresponds to a reduced electrical field of 2.5×105 V/cm, however, the reason causing 

the reduced electrical field cannot be attributed to the relaxation of compressive strain inside 

the AlGaN/AlN MQW active region due to the opposite directions of the spontaneous and 

piezoelectric polarizations. Figure 3.19 (b) shows the integrated PL intensity of the nano-

patterned and planar MQW structures collected at different angles. A 30% increase of the PL 

intensity integrated over all angles was achieved for nano-patterned MQW samples due to 

light diffraction from the corrugated nitride/air interface. A quantitative way to distinguish 

the effect of light extraction enhancement was described by Ondic et al.:[143] 

( ) ( ) ( )pattern planarI K I     (3.4.4) 

0 0

( ) A ( )C (1 )(1 )pattern exe

V S
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   . (3.4.5) 

( )patternI  and ( )planarI  are the integrated intensities of the nano-patterned and planar 

MQW structures detected at one particular angle. ( )K  represents the enhancement factor 

which contains contributions from the enhancement of the extraction efficiency ( ( )patternA  ), 

the enhancement of laser coupling into the patterned structure ( exeC ), and a term considering 

the effect of partial removal of active region during patterning ( V and 0V  stand for the 

volume of the active medium that has been taken away and initial volume of the active 

medium). The last term, (
0

1
S

S


 ), represents the change of the surface area of the active 

region due to patterning. Taking into account the experimental values 
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a value of ( )patternA  ≈1.7 is calculated for the nano-patterned AlGaN/AlN MQW structures. 

This result clearly shows that a 70% enhancement in light emission can be expected due to 

light diffraction from the nano-patterned nitride/air interface. 

 

Figure 3.19. (a) Room temperature PL spectra of Al0.5Ga0.5N/AlN MQW structures grown on an AlN 

substrate before and after nano-patterning collected perpendicular to the sample surface; (b) Integrated 

PL intensity of planar MQW and nano-pillar-patterned MQW structures collected at different angles. 

3.5 FDTD simulation of the light extraction efficiency and the far-field emission profile 

of DUV-LEDs 

As discussed in this chapter, an optimized design for DUV-LEDs with patterned 

surface is highly desired. Simulation of the device structure and its properties has proven to 

be useful for optimization.[124, 144] In the past, conventional ray-tracing method,[145] 
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Monte Carlo simulations,[146] and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)[147] method have 

been used to simulate the light propagating behavior in nano-patterned LEDs. However, it 

was reported that the ray-tracing method may not be suitable for simulation of structures with 

sub-wavelength features.[148] Therefore, in this work FDTD simulations were performed to 

predict the influence of nanostructures on the light extraction efficiency. FDTD is a common 

simulation tool with the Maxwell solver (calculating electromagnetic field distribution) for 

the design, analysis, and optimization of optoelectronic devices with arbitrary geometry. 

Figure 3.20 (a) shows a schematic image of the simulated device design. The yellow 

rectangle marks the actual simulation domain. It consisted of 4 μm thick GaN acting as an 

LED. Similar to the 2D GaN arrays fabricated by interference lithography, the surface of the 

LED was covered with nano-pillars with the periodicity of 200 nm and 200 nm height. The 

light source was a randomly polarized dipole placed in the center of the GaN region. It was 

approximately 2 μm away from the top surface. An emission wavelength of 400 nm was 

simulated for direct comparison to the experimental angle-resolved transmission 

measurements (Figure 3.17) and intensity profiles (Figure 3.18(b)). The Perfectly-Matched-

Layer (PML) boundary condition was applied to simulate absorbing side walls. Only light 

that reaches the top surface where surface patterning was performed was recorded and the 

comparison of far-field emission pattern between planar surface LED and nano-patterned 

LED was simulated. The actual LED can be treated as a combination of thousands of 

simulation domains repeated in a 2D array, and the active region of the LED can be 

interpreted as a line source in the middle of the GaN film.  
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The simulated far-field emission profiles of planar GaN and nano-patterned GaN 

LEDs are shown in Figure 3.20 (b). As expected, the far-field intensities of planar GaN-

based LEDs were nearly Lambertian. In contrast, the far-field intensity of the nano-patterned 

LED was modified with increased intensity at particular angles, especially normal to the 

structure. This is very similar to the observed experimental results. The simulated integrated 

emission intensity of the nano-patterned LEDs was 32% higher than that of a planar LEDs. 

The experimental enhancement factor calculated from Figure 3.18 (b) (13% higher) is lower 

than the theoretical prediction shown by FDTD simulation, which could be explained by a 

non-ideal periodic structure or light re-absorption inside GaN. 
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Figure 3.20. (a) FDTD simulation domains comprising nano-patterned LED structures on top of a GaN 

layer and (b) far-field intensity of nano-patterned LED in comparison to planar LED for emission 

wavelength around 400 nm. 

3.6 Conclusions  

The fabrication of nano-porous and nano-pillar structures on III-nitride substrates and 

Al0.5Ga0.5N/AlN MQW structures via natural lithography and interference lithography was 

demonstrated. It was shown that the natural lithography approach using AAO and SiO2 

sphere monolayers resulted in nano-porous material, inter-connected nano-pillar and free-

standing nano-pillars with spacing of 100-130 nm. However, all patterns fabricated using 
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natural lithography offered only short-range periodicity. In contrast, the interference 

lithography approach led to both 1D and 2D long-range periodic nano-wall or nano-pillar 

structures with periodicity continuously adjustable from 200 nm to 1.5 μm. Integral 

reflectivity measurement demonstrated a decrease of the reflectivity for GaN nano-pillars 

compared to planar GaN. It was concluded that this should allow for higher extraction 

efficiency in LEDs with patterned surface. Interestingly, 2D periodic GaN arrays showed the 

lowest reflectivity value. This demonstrates the unique advantage of the interference 

lithography. Angle-resolved transmission measurement of periodic 2D GaN array structures 

further confirmed that nanostructure-patterned LEDs had higher extraction efficiency as well 

as a highly directional emission profile compared to planar LEDs due to the light dispersion 

effect at the periodically varying semiconductor-air interface. Nano-patterned AlGaN/AlN 

MQW structure revealed a higher PL intensity compared to planar MQW structure, 

corresponding to an enhancement in light extraction efficiency in nano-patterned AlGaN-

based DUV-LED. Finally, FDTD simulation of III-nitride based LEDs with nanostructures 

on top demonstrated that nano-patterning leads to 32% higher total far-field intensity in 

comparison with conventional planar LED at emission wavelength of 400 nm. In addition, a 

good agreement between the theoretical and experimental value was achieved. This is one of 

the first investigations on the influence of natural lithography and interference lithography on 

emission properties of DUV LEDs.  
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CHAPTER 4 Stimulated emission and optical gain measurements in AlGaN based 

Laser Diode structures 

4.1 The influence of modal gain and gain threshold on the performance of laser diodes 

Recent improvements of the crystalline quality and doping behavior of AlGaN films 

has led to a significant impact on the performance and lifetime of AlGaN based deep UV-

LEDs.[63] However, electrical pumping of high Al content laser diodes (LDs) emitting at 

wavelengths below 320 nm have not been demonstrated.[65, 67-69, 149] Reliable p-type 

conductivity is still the main challenge to achieve electrical driven p-n junctions. 

Consequently, optical pumping above the bandgap of the AlGaN devices is still the only 

characterization technique to investigate the optical quality of the lasing region in DUV-LDs. 

[4, 149] The lasing threshold measured by optical pumping can be used as guidance for 

device design and structure optimization. Recently, optically pumped state-of-the-art AlGaN-

based DUV-LDs grown on AlN substrates were achieved having a threshold of 84 kW/cm2 at 

264 nm.[74, 149] However, an improved understanding of the optical gain achieved within 

AlGaN-based materials is still crucial to further improve DUV-LD in terms of low lasing 

threshold, high output power and high efficiency.[150] As mentioned in Chapter 1, the gain 

coefficient, g (material gain) is a direct measure of material’s potential for light 

amplification. In most cases, the material gain is proportional to the pumping threshold. In 

heterostructures like laser diodes, the active region or gain medium is usually sandwiched 

between two waveguiding or cladding layers that have a smaller refractive index. They 

provide an optical wave confinement in the direction perpendicular to the wafer surface and 
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toward substrate. The overlap between the active region and the field distribution of the 

confined optical mode is affected by different factors including the thickness of the active 

layer, and refractive index contrast between the active and the cladding layer. A non-ideal 

confinement results in mode penetration into the substrate region and therefore optical losses. 

The effective overlap between the optical mode and the active region is defined by the 

optical confinement factor Γ:  

2

2

(x)dx

(x)dx

active

all

E

E
 



 . (4.1.1)  

where x is the growth direction. Taking into consideration the optical confinement, the net 

modal gain is presented as below, where G is modal gain and 
int  is the internal loss:[151] 

intG g    . (4.1.2) 

The gain coefficient depends on the steady state carrier concentration in the active 

region. If the carrier concentration increases, the gain coefficient also increases. A positive 

modal gain is achieved if Γg overcomes the losses (Γg>
int ). Detailed techniques in 

measuring modal gain values will be discussed in the next section. 

The gain characteristics of GaN and AlxGa1-xN materials have been analyzed both 

theoretically[152, 153] and experimentally.[40, 154] For example, the influence of the 

temperature and the Al content on the stimulated emission and gain threshold (transparency 

condition, when gain surpasses loss) of AlGaN materials were investigated by Mickevicius et 

al. and Schmidt et al.[154, 155] They observed an increase of the threshold power density 
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with increasing the Al content between 8% and 35%. Furthermore, it was observed that the 

gain value decreases from GaN to AlGaN with increasing Al-concentration.[156] However, 

most of this work is focused on the gain characteristic of AlGaN materials having an Al 

content below 35%. 

Investigations on Al rich alloys are limited due to their poor material quality. 

Typically, the AlGaN layers were grown heteroepitaxially on sapphire[40, 154] or SiC 

substrates.[64] The large lattice mismatch between the substrates and the film led to a high 

dislocation density and increased associated point defect incorporation. They act as non-

radiative centers significantly limiting the optical quality of the epitaxial films. In contrast, as 

single crystalline AlN substrate with low dislocation density became available, the 

homoepitaxial growth of large gain and low lasing threshold AlGaN LD structures was 

enabled. As mentioned in Chapter 1, AlGaN LD structures grown on AlN single crystalline 

substrate resulted in record low thresholds value of 84 kW/cm2 for sub-300 nm lasing.[73, 

74] Therefore, systematic studies of the gain characteristic of bulk AlGaN and AlGaN-based 

heterostructures grown on AlN substrates will lead to in-depth understanding of the intrinsic 

properties of this material system and provide guidance in the device design. 

In this chapter, the gain spectra and gain thresholds of a single AlGaN layer, an 

AlGaN double-heterostructure (DH), and an Al0.5Ga0.5N/Al0.7Ga0.3N Multiple-Quantum-Well 

(MQW) structure grown by metalorganic chemical deposition (MOCVD) on top of bulk AlN 

substrates were investigated.[22],[23, 24] Stimulated emission was observed from 250 nm to 

270 nm with material gain values of up to 60 cm-1. The lowest gain threshold was achieved at 
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150 kW/cm2 for the MQW structure. In addition 6-band k·p simulation was carried out to 

theoretically calculate the material gain spectra as well as the mode distribution for all 

structures. They allow to improve the design of the LD structures in order to achieve higher 

modal gain values and lower lasing thresholds.  

4.2 Experiment procedure 

Three different high Al content AlGaN structures were investigated: (a) a single 

AlGaN film, (b) a double heterostructure, and (c) a MQW structure. A schematic sample 

structure is shown in Figure 4.1. The single AlGaN film sample consists of a 200 nm thick 

AlN homoepitaxial film followed by a nominal 300 nm thick Al0.7Ga0.3N layer. The DH 

structure consists of 500 nm thick Al0.7Ga0.3N, a 20 nm Al0.6Ga0.4N and a 10 nm Al0.7Ga0.3N 

top layer, grown on a 200 nm thick AlN homoepitaxial layer. Finally, the MQW structure 

consists of a 200 nm thick AlN homoepitaxial layer, a 500 nm thick Al0.7Ga0.3N layer and 10 

pairs of wells and barriers of Al0.5Ga0.5N/Al0.7Ga0.3N (1.6 nm wells/4 nm barriers). Atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) investigations of all three samples exhibited a smooth surface 

morphology characterized by bi-layer steps. The related root mean square (RMS) values are 

less than 0.3 nm within a 5×5 μm2 scan area. Further details on the epitaxial growth and the 

preparation of the AlN substrates can be found elsewhere.[19, 22] 
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Figure 4.1. Schematic setup of the investigated AlGaN samples. (a) single Al0.7Ga0.3N film, (b) a double 

heterostructure, and (c) MQW structure.  

To measure the modal gain, the variable-stripe-length (VSL) method was used.[157, 

158] The details of the setup are shown in Figure 4.2 (a). In the VSL method, the 

spontaneous and stimulated emission from a sample is collected as a function of the 

excitation length, l, illuminated on the sample surface (stripe pattern). The relation between 

the intensity of the emission and the excited stripe length on the sample surface can be 

described as:  

𝐼𝐴𝑆𝐸(𝑙, 𝜆) =
𝐴

𝐺(𝜆)
(𝑒𝐺(𝜆)∗𝑙 − 1),  (4.2.1) 

where 𝐼𝐴𝑆𝐸(𝑙, 𝜆) is the amplified spontaneous emission intensity, A is a constant related to the 

spontaneous emission intensity, and G denote the modal gain.  

As pumping source, a pulsed Argon-Floride (ArF) laser with excitation at a 

wavelength of 193 nm, a repetition rate of 10 Hz, and a pulse width 5 ns was used. The laser 
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spot was focused by a cylindrical lens in order to achieve a homogeneous excitation stripe on 

the sample surface (along m-direction of the sample). The width of the stripe was 

approximately 100 µm. The stripe length (l) could be varied between 100 µm and 900 µm by 

using a motorized one-dimensional slit placed between the cylindrical lens and the sample. 

To allow measurements at different sample positions, the sample was mounted on a 

micrometer translation stage, which provided variable positioning in the x, y, and z direction. 

The distance between the slit and the sample surface was controlled to be as small as possible 

in order to avoid the effects of Fresnel diffraction at the edges of the slits. Diffraction causes 

an inhomogeneous pumping power profile across the excited region on the sample and large 

uncertainty in stripe length estimate. In our setup, a distance of approximately 1 cm was used 

within the constraint of the setup.  

The luminescence signal was collected perpendicular to the excitation laser through a 

cleaved m-facet of the sample by using an optical fiber (Figure 4.2 (a)). The fiber was 

attached to a Princeton Instruments Acton SP2750 monochromator having a focal length of 

0.75 m and a 150 lines/mm grating. Finally a Peltier-cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) 

camera was used to acquire the spectra. In addition, the emission at a detection angle of 45° 

with respect to the sample surface normal was recorded, see Figure 4.2(b). 

In order to allow measurements of the gain threshold of our AlGaN based structures 

the pumping power of the laser was reduced by neutral density filters. The specific excitation 

power density for each filter-laser assembly was determined by a Coherent Labmax-TopTM 

laser power meter appropriate to account for the whole spot size of the laser beam. Excitation 
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dependent measurements were performed over a broad range of excitation powers changing 

by more than one order of magnitude and variable stripe length. Furthermore, the 

polarization dependence of the edge emission was analyzed using an Alpha-BBO Glan-Laser 

polarizer placed in front of the monochromator entrance slit. 

The intensity of the edge emission is highly affected by the cleaving of the sample. 

Several requirements are necessary to achieve consistent and comparable experimental 

results: (1) a smooth cleavage edge to reduce light scattering at the cross-sectional surface; 

(2) perpendicular alignment of the cleaved edge with respect to the sample surface, so that 

the edge emission can be collected by an optical fiber. At a distance of 1 cm from the sample 

edge, a numerical aperture of 0.22 was obtained. A cross-section SEM image of the single 

AlGaN layer is shown in Figure 4.3. It exhibits a smooth m-plane surface. The estimated 

thickness of approximately 300 nm matches well with previous XRD result. It is worth 

noting that not every edge position on the sample provides a good quality cleavage. 

Depending on the position, the stimulated emission intensity and the calculated gain values 

vary by about 20%. In the present work, the highest intensity or gain value achieved on a 

particular sample was used.  

The measured experimental results were also compared to simulated gain spectra and 

the calculated mode distribution properties using the Silvaco device simulation packages. 

Since this commercial simulation package does not allow computing the device 

characteristics under optical pumping, an electrical injection was assumed instead.  
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Figure. 4.2. Schematic diagram of the variable-stripe-length experimental setup for a collection of the 

sample luminescence from the edge (a) and sketch of luminescence collected from the edge of the sample 

and in a 45° configuration (b). 

 

Figure 4.3. SEM image (60º tilted with respect to sample surface) of the cleaved single AlGaN epitaxial 

layer grown on an AlN substrate. The thickness of the AlGaN film is ~300 nm. It indicates a smooth 

cleavage facet, which is desirable for optical gain measurement. 
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4.3 Stimulated emission and polarization characteristics of AlGaN heterostructures 

In order to compare the stimulated emission with spontaneous emission, the surface 

emission was first collected at an angle of 45º to the surface normal of the epitaxial c-plane 

under low pumping power (<50 kW/cm2). As an example, the emission spectra and the peak 

intensity as a function of pumping power for the single AlGaN epitaxial layer are shown in 

Figure 4.4. A broad emission peak having a FWHM larger than 7 nm centered at 246 nm was 

observed. The spectral peak position indicated an Al composition of the AlGaN film of 70% 

if bowing parameter of 1.08 eV was used.[44] With moderate increase of the pumping 

power, no peak shift attributed to band filling or renormalization effects was observed. The 

peak intensity exhibited a linear behavior with increasing excitation power density in the 

range of the considered pumping powers below 50 kW/cm2. A similar dependency is 

expected for a spontaneous emission behavior since the recombination rate is proportional to 

the concentration of electron-hole pairs generated by the incident laser. An equivalent 

spontaneous emission action is observed for the DH as well as the MQW structure for 

pumping powers below 50 kW/cm2. 
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Figure 4.4. Spontaneous emission spectra collected at an angle of 45º normal to the top surface of the 

AlGaN epitaxial layer for various pumping powers; (b) Peak intensity as a function of the pumping 

power for the AlGaN epitaxial layer, the red line shows a linear fit of the data points.  

A comparison of the edge emission spectra of the single AlGaN layer, the AlGaN DH 

structure, and the AlGaN MQW structure under various pumping powers above 50 kW/cm2 

are shown in the Figure 4.5 (solid lines). All structures show a similar excitation dependent 

behavior. As an example, the power dependency is explained in detail for the single AlGaN 

epitaxial layer shown in Figure 4.5 (a). For small pumping powers, the edge luminescence 

exhibits a broad peak similar to the surface emission. However, when the pumping power is 

increased to about 400 kW/cm2, a sharp emission peak emerges on top of the spontaneous 

emission peak (blue line in Figure 4.5 (a)). Since the length of the excited stripe on the 

sample is far above the absorption length, the emitted light is either absorbed or amplified via 

stimulated emission. The ratio between the absorption and emission processes depends on the 

excitation density (population inversion), which can be elegantly described by the Einstein 

coefficient. For high excitation densities, the probability of stimulated emission increased 
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drastically and led to a dominant sharp stimulated emission peak over the spontaneous 

emission. The stimulated emission related peak was located at the long-wavelength-side of 

the spontaneous emission peak, probably due to stronger re-absorption at the high-energy 

parts of the spontaneous emission spectrum. Upon increasing power density, a slight blue 

shift of less than 0.8 nm was observed. It could originate from a gradual filling of localized 

states.[159] 

The edge emission of the DH and the MQW structures (Figure 4.1 (b) and (c)) was 

characterized following the same procedure. The spectra are shown in Figure 4.3 (b) and (c). 

According to the single AlGaN layer, narrow edge emission peaks dominate the spectra at 

high pumping powers. Depending on the intended Al composition of the different active 

regions of the three structures, the emission peak energies are shifted. However, the achieved 

line widths of the stimulated emission peaks are comparable for all structures. The same 

holds true for the spontaneous emission distribution collected from the top surface of the 

samples.  

The shape of the spontaneous emission peak is found to be asymmetrically 

broadened, or even consisting of multiple peaks for the DH and MQW structure. This may 

result from composition and thickness non-uniformity within the nanoscale active region of 

these structures. In addition, the observed peak separation between the spontaneous and the 

edge emission is smaller in case of the investigated heterostructures (DH, MQW) compared 

to the single AlGaN film. The strong confinement of the carriers could result in weaker re-

absorption of light on the low energy side of the spontaneous emission peak. Consequently 
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the stimulated emission line arises at energies close to the maximum of the spontaneous 

emission distribution.  

 

Figure 4.5. Comparison of the edge emission spectra (solid lines) and the surface emission recorded at an 

angle of 45º normal to the top surface (dashed line) of the single AlGaN film (a), the AlGaN-DH (b), and 

the AlGaN-MQW (c) structure for pumping powers between100–800 kW/cm2.  
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Figure 4.6 shows the quantitative values of the peak intensity and the FWHM of the 

edge emission of the single AlGaN layer, DH structure, and MQW structure as a function of 

pumping power. A super-linear enhancement of the peak emission intensity is observed, 

suggesting the onset of light amplification via stimulated emission.[64, 155] This fact is 

further confirmed by the FWHM of the emission peak, which underwent a radical reduction, 

down to 1.8 nm, within the same power density range. From the change of the slope of the 

stimulated emission intensity and the drop of the FWHM, the onset of stimulated emission 

was observed at pumping powers of less than 400 kW/cm2, 200 kW/cm2, and 150 kW/cm2 

for the single AlGaN layer, the DH structure, and the MQW structure, respectively. At the 

given pumping powers, the gain threshold (transparency condition) is reached and the net 

modal gain becomes positive. 
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Figure 4.6. Peak emission intensity (black squares) and resulting FWHM (red triangles) with increasing 

pumping powers for (a) a single AlGaN layer, (b) a DH structure, and (c) a MQW structure measured at 

room temperature. 
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A further proof of the onset of stimulated emission is enabled by polarization 

dependent measurements. Above threshold, an emission characterized by a well-defined 

polarization state is expected.[160, 161] Figure 4.7 shows the polarization dependency of the 

edge emission of the single AlGaN film for pumping powers above (Figure 4.7 (a)) and 

below (Figure 4.7 (b)) the stimulated emission threshold. It is clearly observed that the edge 

emission above the threshold is strongly TE polarized with a degree of polarization of around 

90%. However, at lower pumping powers below the threshold, where the spontaneous 

emission dominates, the degree of polarization is significantly reduced. A similar pronounced 

onset of a strong TE polarization of the edge emission above the stimulated emission 

threshold is observed for both the DH as well as the MQW sample.  

By increasing the Al content, the band ordering changes due to a transition between a 

positive to a negative crystal field splitting.[162, 163] Therefore, a crossover of the crystal-

field split-off hole (CH) and heavy hole (HH)/light-hole (LH) bands accompanied with a 

change of the polarization from TE to TM is expected. Considering that the AlGaN epitaxial 

layers were grown pseudomorphically on the AlN template layer with in-plane biaxial strain, 

the Al composition from the AlGaN active region probably had not reached the critical point 

where the stimulated emission changes from TE polarization dominated to TM polarization 

dominated.[164-166] 
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Figure 4.7. TE and TM emission spectra collected from the edge of the single AlGaN layer sample at a 

pumping power of 1000 kW/cm2 (a) and 50 kW/cm2 (b). All spectra were normalized with respect to the 

emission maximum of the TM polarized light for easier comparison. 

4.4 Gain spectra and threshold values of AlGaN heterostructures 

The calculation of the gain spectra is based on the relationship between the stimulated 

emission and the stripe length. In Figure 4.8, the dependency of the emission peak intensity 

on the stripe length is shown for all three samples at different excitation power densities. The 

single AlGaN layer shows a linear response to the increase of the stripe length for an 

excitation density of 300 kW/cm2. For the higher pumping powers of 700 kW/cm2 and 1000 

kW/cm2, a super-linear dependency is observed. It indicates a positive gain value for the 

emitting medium. In the case of the single AlGaN epitaxial layer, no optical confinement was 

assumed. Therefore, the found positive gain value demonstrated the good optical quality of 

our AlGaN epitaxial layer. For the DH and the MQW structure, a super-linear enhancement 

of the emission intensity with increasing stripe length is observed for all excitation power 

densities and the super-linearity of the emission intensity increased as a function of pumping 
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power. This behavior is expected as the population of the excited states is enhanced with 

increasing pumping power. Consequently, higher optical gain values could be achieved.  

Following equation (4.2.1), the optical gain values could be calculated by linear 

regression. Assuming that 𝑒𝐺(𝜆)∗𝑙 is much larger than 1, equation (4.2.1) could be rearranged 

to:  

ln ln ( )
( )
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I G l
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   (4.4.1) 

Finally, the optical gain is given by the slope of the semi-logarithmic plot of the 

amplified spontaneous emission intensity, IASE and stripe width l.[157] However, for small 

gain values, which is especially the case for the investigated AlGaN materials, the above 

used approximation does not hold. Now the exponential term in equation (4.2.1) is of the 

order of 1 and so the “-1” term within the brackets in (4.2.1) cannot be neglected. Instead, a 

direct fitting of equation (4.2.1) to the measured peak intensity graph yields a higher 

precision. Comparing both methods, the estimation of the gain value using the slope of the 

𝑙𝑛(𝐼𝐴𝑆𝐸) − 𝑙 plot results in a 20% overestimation of the gain values. The direct fitting of the 

experimental data at an excitation power density of 1000 kW/cm² in Figure 4.8 exhibits the 

maximum gain values of 17±1 cm-1, 58±3 cm-1, and 48±2 cm-1 for the single AlGaN layer, 

the DH structure, and the MQW samples, respectively. 

In order to achieve an accurate estimation of the gain values, the stripe length was 

adjusted. If the stripe length exceeds a critical value, the slope of the intensity-stripe length 

graph decreases. A fitting of the data would result in an under-estimation of the optical gain 
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value. According to Dal Negro et al.,[151] this behavior could be attributed to a gain 

saturation effect. The stimulated emission may deplete the excited states population, causing 

a reduction or even complete cancelation of the population inversion. A further increase of 

the excitation stripe length or the pumping power would not increase the light amplification 

by stimulated emission. To avoid this saturation effect, all presented experimental results 

were carried out at stripe lengths below 600 μm. 
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Figure 4.8. Stimulated emission peak intensity as a function of stripe length for (a) the single AlGaN 

layer, (b) the DH structure, and (c) the MQW samples under different pumping powers of 300 kW/cm2, 

700 kW/cm2, and 1000 kW/cm2. 
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Table 4.1 summarizes the calculated maximum gain values at different pumping 

powers and the threshold densities for all three AlGaN based structures. Higher gain values 

and a delayed onset of saturation is expected at higher excitation power densities due to an 

increased number of excited states.[151] As expected, the gain values of the DH and MQW 

structure are higher than those achieved on the single AlGaN layer, where the carrier 

confinement is absent. 

A comparison of the modal gain values at different pumping powers for all three 

different structures is given in Figure 4.9. The dashed lines show a linear extrapolation of the 

measured data to a modal gain value of zero. The intercept corresponds to the gain threshold. 

The estimated values are 700 kW/cm2 for the single AlGaN layer, 250 kW/cm2 for the DH 

structure, and 150 kW/cm2 for the MQW sample. As expected, all threshold values are larger 

than the critical values of the onset of stimulated emission (less than 400 kW/cm2, 200 

kW/cm2, and 150 kW/cm2 for the single AlGaN layer, the DH, and the MQW structure). The 

light amplification by stimulated emission needs to be larger than the losses in order to obtain 

a positive net modal gain.  

Table 4.1. Maximum net optical gain values at different pumping powers and the estimated gain 

threshold values for the three investigated AlGaN-based samples. 

 Gain value (cm-1) Gain threshold 

value (kW/cm2)  300 kW/cm2 700 kW/cm2 1000 kW/cm2 

Single AlGaN - 2 17 700 

DH structure 6 49 58 250 

MQW structure 11 36 48 150 
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Figure 4.9. Maximum optical gain values as a function of the pumping power for three different samples. 

The gain threshold values were estimated by the intercept of the linear extrapolation of the data with a 

gain value equals to zero. 

Using the software package Matlab (see Appendix A for details), the spectral 

dependence of the gain values could be deduced by fitting the experimental data of the 

intensity IASE as a function of the stripe length for various wavelengths around the emission 

peak maximum. The resulting modal gain spectra at different pumping powers for all three 

samples are plotted in Figure 4.10. The modal gain increases to its maximum value at a 

critical point Ec>Eg with decreasing wavelength. At this energy, the stimulated emission peak 

occurs. A further decrease of the wavelength results in a drop of the gain curve to negative 

values. Now, absorption within the gain medium is enhanced which limits the amplification 

(Γg≤α, following equation (4.2)).[33] The found peak modal gain values correspond well to 

the data shown in Table 4.1. For the single AlGaN structure, a positive gain is observed at 
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pumping power above 700 kW/cm2 even though no confining structure is present. 

Consequently, a good optical quality of the AlGaN epitaxial layer grown on an AlN bulk 

crystal is assumed. In contrast, the electrical confinement in the DH and MQW structure 

facilitates the achievement of the population inversion condition, resulting in higher gain 

values compared to the single AlGaN film. In addition, a similar small blue shift (< 1 nm) of 

the gain maximum was observed for all three structures with increasing pumping power. The 

decrease of the peak maximum could be attributed to a band filling effect.[153] 
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Figure 4.10. Spectral dependency of the net modal gain value for three different pumping power for the 

(a) single AlGaN layer, (b) DH structure, and (c) MQW sample. 
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So far, our discussion of the gain measurements by using the variable-stripe-length 

method was limited to three different pumping powers: 300kW/cm2, 700kW/cm2, and 

1000kW/cm2. An enhancement of the gain value is expected with an additional increase of 

the pumping power due to a larger contribution of excited states. In order to demonstrate this 

trend, higher pumping powers of 2000 kW/cm2 and 3000 kW/cm2 were applied to the single 

AlGaN layer sample. As shown in Figure 4.11 (a), an increased maximum gain value of 38 

cm-1 could be achieved at a pumping power of 2000 kW/cm2. A further enhancement of the 

pumping power leads to a decrease of the modal gain. For very high excitation densities gain 

saturation effects and surface overheating or even surface damage limit the gain 

performance. A quantitative analysis of the gain spectra for low and high pumping powers is 

shown in Figure 4.11 (b). 

 

Figure 4.11. Modal gain spectra under low and high pumping powers densities measured at the single 

AlGaN structure (a); Maximum gain values and the corresponding spectral peak positions as a function 

of the pumping power for the single AlGaN layer (b). 
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4.5 Simulation of the gain characteristic and the LD structural design 

Gain characteristics of the AlGaN layers and AlGaN based heterostructures were 

investigated theoretically using the commercial simulation package Silvaco. The electronic 

properties like the band structure and the density of states are calculated based on 6-band k·p 

theory while optical confinement is taken into account by solving the Maxwell equations. As 

input parameters, the measured layer thicknesses, refractive indexes and other optical 

properties were used. Finally the gain spectra of our three investigated AlGaN-based 

structures were calculated for electrical pumping. As direct optical pumping is not considered 

in the software package, electrical injection is assumed and all simulated excitation powers 

were converted to an excitation power density for a direct comparison to our measured 

results. The simulated material gain spectra for the three different structures are depicted in 

Figure 4.12. As expected, a higher equilibrium carrier concentration within the active layers 

leads to higher material gain values due to an increased number of excited states involved in 

the recombination process. The calculated spectral positions of the gain maxima for the 

single AlGaN layer, the DH and MQW-structure are at 245.5 nm, 255 nm, and 262 nm, 

respectively. The increase of the peak wavelength of the three different structures is in 

accordance with the decreasing Al composition in the active media from the single AlGaN 

layer to the DH structure and MQW sample. However, all values are lower than the 

measured experimental results. Possible explanations could be light re-absorption of defects 

in the structures or a difference in Al composition between the actual structures and targeted 

structures. 
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The equilibrium carrier concentration inside the active region increases as a function 

of the applied bias until it is finally saturated. Comparing all three structures, the highest 

achievable total carrier concentration accumulated within the active medium is the lowest for 

the single AlGaN layer (1×1019 cm-3). A slightly higher carrier concentrations of 4×1019 cm-3 

and 5×1019 cm-3 are found for the DH structure and the MQW sample, respectively, due to a 

specific carrier confinement in the active region. As a consequence, the calculated maximum 

material gain value is also the lowest (2.5 cm-1) in the case of the single AlGaN layer 

compared to the DH and MQW structure (330 cm-1 and 5600 cm-1, respectively). The highest 

achieved material gain value is found for the MQW sample. Due to a 2 dimensional quantum 

confinement, the charge carriers are strongly localized within the quantum well layers. For 

this, the density of states changes to a step-like distribution rather than the expected parabolic 

function in the three dimensional case. The larger confinement results in an enhanced spatial 

overlap between the electron and hole wave functions within the quantum wells and therefore 

an increased carrier recombination rate at a well-defined transition energy.[33]  

A direct comparison of the gain spectra under electrical and optical pumping is 

feasible by correlating the carrier concentration to the optical pumping power. By taking into 

account specific material parameters like the radiative recombination coefficient (B), 

absorption coefficient (α), and internal quantum efficiency (IQE) for our AlGaN structures, 

the used carrier concentration of 5×1019 cm-3 would correspond to an optical pumping power 

of approximately 600 kW/cm2.[167]   
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Figure 4.12. Simulated material gain spectra for different carrier concentrations within the (a) single 

AlGaN layer, (b) the AlGaN based DH structure, and (c) the MQW sample. 

As mentioned in the first section and expressed by equation (4.1.2) the modal gain 

(G) depends on the material gain (g) and the optical confinement factor (Γ). In order to 
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further understand the influence of the optical confinement factor on the modal gain value, 

mode profiles were simulated and an estimation of the optical confinement factor is enabled 

by the calculation of the optical mode distribution within our AlGaN based structures. Figure 

4.13 shows the spatial distribution of the simulated fundamental waveguide mode and the 

refractive index within the single AlGaN epitaxial layer. The mode is mainly confined in the 

AlGaN film. The optical confinement factor reaches ~91%. However, in the case of the 

confined heterostructures (DH, and MQW sample), the optical mode cannot be effectively 

confined inside the active region. As an example, the Figure 4.14 shows the spatial mode 

distribution of the fundamental TE (a), the second harmonic TE (b), and the third harmonic 

TE (c) mode inside the MQW structure. The maxima of the different optical modes are 

mainly located within the lower AlGaN waveguide layer, rather than in the MQW region 

(Figure 4.14 (a)-(c)). The confinement factors are estimated to 0.9%, 1.5%, and 3.2% for the 

three different harmonic modes. The low values arise from the reduced total thickness of the 

MQW region of about 16 nm (~1.6×10=16 nm), the small refractive index contrast between 

the MQW region and the underlying AlGaN cladding layer, and the highly asymmetric 

waveguide design using a 500 nm thick lower AlGaN waveguide layer and a only 4 nm thick 

upper AlN cladding layer.  

To determine the net modal gain by the use of equation (4.2), besides the confinement 

factor, the internal losses within the active medium had to be estimated. They could be 

extracted from the asymptotic behavior of the gain spectra at the low-energy side when the 

gain coefficient vanishes.[168] According to Figure 4.10, the net modal gain is estimated to 

be around -25 cm-1, -15 cm-1, and -3 cm-1, for the single AlGaN layer, DH structure, and 
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MQW sample, respectively. Therefore, internal losses are 25cm-1, 15cm-1 and 3 cm-1, 

respectively. Combining all parameters in equation (4.2), the highest modal gain value of: 

5600×3.2% -3 cm-1=178 cm-1 is achieved for the MQW structure. This value is higher 

compared to our measured experimental result at a pumping power of ~600 kW/cm2. This 

discrepancy could be explained by non-optimized material parameters of our ternary AlGaN 

material, affecting the recalculation of the carrier concentration at electrical injection to an 

optical pumping power. In regards to the design of the laser diode, increasing the MQW 

thickness, e.g. by increasing the number of quantum wells, and the fabrication of symmetric 

structures with matched upper and lower cladding layers could lead to a higher optical 

confinement factor and thus higher modal gain value. 

For an AlGaN-based injection laser, a trade-off between the optical and electrical 

properties needs to be achieved. An increase of the Al content in the AlGaN waveguide 

layers would yield a larger refractive index contrast between the active region and the 

cladding layers. Consequently, the confinement factor and thus the modal gain is enhanced. 

However, the free carrier concentration decreases due to the effects related to the widening of 

the bandgap.[169, 170] In addition, AlGaN based deep UV laser diodes suffer from high 

acceptor activation energy of the p-AlGaN cladding layer. It needs to be sufficiently thin in 

order to decrease resistive losses.[103] This limitation has two crucial negative impacts: first, 

it shifts the maximum intensity of the optical mode away from the gain medium (MQW) due 

to the asymmetry of the waveguide design, and second, the mode penetrates into the p-GaN 

region, which increases the losses.[171]   
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Figure 4.13. Spatial distribution of the simulated fundamental mode and the refractive index profile of 

the single AlGaN epitaxial layer. 
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Figure 4.14. Spatial distribution of the simulated fundamental TE (a), second harmonic TE (b), and third 

harmonic TE mode within the MQW sample. The refractive index profile is given by the blue curve 

(right ordinate axis). 
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4.6 Conclusion 

In summary, we have investigated the stimulated emission and gain properties of an 

AlGaN single epitaxial film, a double heterostructure, and a MQW structure grown on single 

crystalline AlN substrates emitting at a wavelength of 250 nm. Stimulated emission was 

achieved in all three samples as verified by the onset of a sharp emissions line located on the 

low energy side on top of a broad spontaneous emission peak. The observed stimulated 

emission was strongly TE-polarized. Threshold values of less than 700 kW/cm2 for the single 

AlGaN layer, 250 kW/cm2 for the DH structure, and 150 kW/cm2 for the MQW structure 

were observed. The onset of stimulated emission was accompanied by a strong intensity 

enhancement of almost one order of magnitude and a more than ten-fold decrease of the 

FWHM of the emission peak (to less than 2 nm). The variable stripe length technique was 

applied to determine the net optical gain values of all three structures. The net optical gain 

increases as a function of the optical pumping power. The maximum gain values at a 

pumping power of 1 MW/cm² reaches 16 cm-1, 58 cm-1, and 48 cm-1 in case of the single 

AlGaN epitaxial layer, the DH, and the MQW structure, respectively. A further increase of 

the pumping power causes higher modal gain values due to an increased population of 

excited states. A comparison of the measured results with numerical simulations 

demonstrated that the MQW structure and the DH structure provide higher material gain 

values compared to the single AlGaN epitaxial layer. They benefit from a strong charge 

carrier confinement due to larger overlap of electron and hole wave functions and an easier 

population inversion condition due to the abrupt increase of density of states at sub-band 

energy for quantum-confined structures. However, due to a small overlap of the optical mode 
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and the active region in the DH and MQW structure, the achieved modal gain values are 

reduced. In contrast, a high mode confinement characterized by a confinement factor of 91% 

is observed for the single AlGaN film due to an increased layer thickness. For the design of a 

laser diode structure, an optimization with regards to the optical confinement factor and the 

modal gain values is needed. 

In all, the achieved stimulated emission and gain measurement results suggest an 

excellent optical quality and gain characteristics of the AlGaN-based structures grown on 

single crystalline AlN substrates. This proves the suitability for the demonstration of the first 

sub-280 nm injection lasers.  
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CHAPTER 5 Conclusions and future work 

5.1 Conclusions 

In this dissertation, optimization of light emission and propagation for AlGaN-based 

DUV emitters was investigated. Various techniques were demonstrated to be feasible for the 

realization of high efficiency, low threshold optoelectronic devices including LEDs and LDs.  

High absorption coefficients in the DUV range of bulk AlN crystals and a small light 

extraction cone were identified to be responsible for the low external quantum efficiency of 

high Al content AlGaN-based LEDs grown on AlN substrates prepared by physical vapor 

transport. A KOH based wet etching technique was developed. High selectivity between the 

AlN and AlxGa1-xN (up to 13 times) as well as N-polar and III-polar (up to 300 times) was 

found to be critical for achieving effective substrate thinning or removal for AlGaN-based 

DUV LEDs. This KOH etching was further optimized and a smooth etching mechanism with 

reduced etching hillock size down to the wavelength scale was achieved by adding H2O2 into 

the KOH etchant. The effect of adding H2O2 was explained by the formation and dissolution 

of oxide/hydroxide on the III-nitride crystallographic planes, resulting in isotropic etching 

perpendicular to the sample surface. 

The fabrication of nano-porous and nano-pillar structures on III-nitride substrates and 

Al0.5Ga0.5N/AlN MQW structures with feature size as small as 100 nm via natural 

lithography was demonstrated for the first time. Nano-patterned structures revealed much 

lower integral reflectivity and enhanced photoluminescence intensity compared to as-grown 
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structures, demonstrating a large-scale and mass-producible pathway to higher light 

extraction efficiency in surface-patterned DUV LEDs. In addition, periodic III-nitride arrays 

with pitch size of 200 nm were fabricated. This is the smallest periodicity achieved on GaN 

and AlN thin films so far using interference lithography. Angle-resolved transmission 

measurement demonstrated diagonal intensity streaks on the pseudo-3D transmission graph 

as a function of both wavelength and collection angle. This was interpreted as a direct 

evidence of the existence of a photonic crystal.  

Using single crystalline AlN substrates, sub-300 nm state-of-the-art AlGaN-based 

optically pumped DUV-LDs were achieved.  A threshold of 84 kW/cm2 and FWHM of less 

than 0.3 nm was demonstrated for the laser emission. The optical gain and polarization 

properties of AlGaN-based lasers were discussed. An exponential increase of the edge 

emission with dominant TE polarization demonstrated the onset of stimulated emission. In 

addition, the gain spectra and gain thresholds of a single AlGaN layer, an AlGaN double-

heterostructure, and an AlGaN/AlGaN Multiple-Quantum-Well structure were investigated 

and compared. In the case of the single AlGaN epitaxial layer, no optical confinement was 

provided. Therefore, the found positive gain values demonstrated the excellent optical quality 

of our AlGaN epitaxial layers. Net modal gain values of 16 cm-1, 58 cm-1, and 48 cm-1 were 

observed for a single AlGaN epitaxial layer, DH, and MQW structure, respectively, at a 

pumping power density of 1MW/cm2. Furthermore, Silvaco simulation was applied in 

theoretical calculation of gain spectra and mode distribution, 5000 cm-1 material gain 

coefficient can be achieved for MQW structure accompanied with a low (0.9%) optical 
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confinement factor due to a strongly asymmetric design of the cladding layers. These results 

provide guidance for further optimization of LD structures. 

5.2 Future work 

The understanding of light emission and propagation in AlGaN-based DUV LEDs 

and LDs allowed us to optimize the external quantum efficiency of LEDs and achieve lasing 

at 260 nm for LDs. However, further research targeting reasonably high EQE in DUV LEDs 

and electrically pumped DUV LDs is still necessary. The following tasks, which continue the 

research of this dissertation, are suggested: 

 Strong evidence suggests that KOH/H2O2-based wet etching is a controllable and mild 

etching technique that provides large selectivity between AlN and AlGaN. As a 

continuation and ultimate proof of the positive effect of thinning via wet etching, the light 

extraction efficiency between an as-grown DUV-LED and a DUV-LED with substrate 

substantially thinned or removed must be compared.  

 The effect of surface patterning needs to be compared. This includes a comprehensive 

comparison of random surface roughening, local periodic nanostructures and long range 

periodic nanostructures with various shapes, pitch size and feature height. Ongoing 

research is exploring the mechanism of light dispersion effect at rough surfaces and the 

limit of achievable light extraction enhancement. This should provide more information 

in finding a balance point of reaching satisfactory improvement of light extraction 

efficiency at a feasible fabrication cost.  
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 In regards to the AlGaN-based LD development, preliminary simulation results suggested 

a compromise between the optical and electrical properties needs to be made, which is 

essential in achieving a large modal gain and efficient carrier injection at the same time. 

Following the simulation results, various LD structures need to be fabricated with 

different cladding layer thickness and Al composition (especially p-AlGaN and p-GaN) 

to investigate the optimized laser structures and efficient carrier injection. In addition, 

due to the biaxial compressive strain of AlGaN epitaxial layers grown on AlN single 

crystalline substrates, the transition point of TE polarization to TM polarization is shifted 

to higher Al content (shorter wavelength) as collected from photoluminescence spectra 

(spontaneous emission). Further research on the polarization behavior of stimulated 

emission is underway and it should follow a similar trend as the spontaneous emission. 

This is very important in understanding the stimulated emission behavior of DUV-LD 

structures and realizing electrically pumped sub-280 nm laser diodes. 
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Appendix A: Matlab script for optical gain analysis 

%Gain Analysis 

  
clc; 
clear all; 
close all; 

  
%input folder location 
%file=input('Enter input folder name:','s'); 
file=uigetdir('','Find a folder with stuff in it!'); 
if isempty(file) 
    error('No folder specified'); 
end 
bg=input(sprintf('Enter background intensity level.\n(default=750)\n')); 
if isempty(bg) 
    bg=750; 
end 
feedback=input(sprintf('Feedback Type:\n1: See all plots and fits 

individually\n2: See all plots and fits in sets of 10\n3: Only see final 

gain curve and r^2 histogram.\n(default=2)\n')); 
if isempty(feedback) 
    feedback=2; 
end 
rsqCut=input(sprintf('Enter minimum r^2 value. (poorly fitting plots get 

thrown out)\n(default=0.95)\n')); 
if isempty(rsqCut) 
    rsqCut=.95; 
end 
ngain=input(sprintf('Remove datapoints with negative gain?\n1: Remove 

negative gain\n2: Keep negative gain\n(default=2)\n')); 
if isempty(ngain) 
    ngain=2; 
end 

  
%getting the data for the current directory 
dirData = dir(file); 
%finding the index for directories 
dirIndex = [dirData.isdir]; 
%getting a list of the files 
fileList = {dirData(~dirIndex).name}'; 

  
fname=char(fileList(1)); 
lengthname=fname(1:length(fname)-4); 
infile=strcat(file,'/',fname); 
w=csvread(infile); 
wavelength=w(:,1); 

  
%generating outfile matrix 
outfile1=zeros(length(wavelength),length(fileList)+1); 
outfile1(:,1)=wavelength; 
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%writing to outfile matrix 
for i=1:length(fileList) 
    fname=char(fileList(i)); 
    lengthname=fname(1:length(fname)-4); 
    infile=strcat(file,'/',fname); 
    lgth(i)=str2num(lengthname); 
    w=csvread(infile); 
    for k=1:length(wavelength) 
        outfile1(k,i+1)=w(k,2); 
    end 
end 

  
K=1; 
for j=1:length(wavelength) 
    if min(outfile1(j,2:end)>bg)==0 
    else 
        newoutfile1(K,:)=outfile1(j,1:end); 
        newwavelength(K)=wavelength(j); 
        K=K+1; 
    end 
end 

  
%This loop finds the row of the maximum index so it can be retrieved and 

shown 
maxIndex=1; 
for j=1:length(newwavelength) 
    if max(newoutfile1(j,2:end))>max(newoutfile1(maxIndex,2:end)) 
        maxIndex=j; 
    end 
end 
figure(1); 
fig=figure(1); 
set (fig, 'Units', 'normalized', 'Position', [0.1,0.1,.8,.8]); 
plot(lgth,newoutfile1(maxIndex,2:end),'o'); 
title(sprintf('This plot is of the curve with the maximum intensity for 

the dataset.\nChoose bounds to avoid saturated regions.')); 
xlabel('Stripe Length (um)'); 
ylabel('Intensity (arb)'); 
xlim([min(lgth)-50 max(lgth)+50]); 

  
lower=input(sprintf('Enter lower bound (Stripe length 

(um)).\n(default=min(length))\n')); 
if isempty(lower) 
    lower=min(lgth); 
end 
upper=input(sprintf('Enter upper bound (Stripe Length 

(um)).\n(default=max(length))\n')); 
if isempty(upper) 
    upper=max(lgth); 
end 
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%these two lines take out the values beyond the lower and upper limits 
newlgth=lgth(find(lgth>=lower&lgth<=upper)); 
newnewoutfile1=newoutfile1(:,[1,find(lgth>=lower&lgth<=upper)+1]); 

  
%fitting to gain function 
for j=1:length(newwavelength) 
    gainfunction=@(p,x)(p(1)./p(2).*(exp(p(2)*x)-1)); 
    guess=[0.45 0.0025]; 
    coefEsts=nlinfit(newlgth,newnewoutfile1(j,2:end)-

bg,gainfunction,guess); 
    G(j)=coefEsts(2); 
    rsqs(j)=1-(sum((newnewoutfile1(j,2:end)-

(gainfunction(coefEsts,newlgth)+bg)).^2))/((length(newnewoutfile1(j,2:end)

)-1)*var(newoutfile1(j,2:end))); 

  
    if feedback~=3 
        if feedback==1 
            figure(j+2); 
            fig=figure(j); 
            set (fig, 'Units', 'normalized', 'Position', [0.1,0.1,.8,.8]); 
        end 
        if feedback==2 
            figure(ceil(j/10+2)); 
            subplot(2,5,mod(j+9,10)+1); 
            fig=figure(ceil(j/10+2)); 
            set (fig, 'Units', 'normalized', 'Position', [0.1,0.1,.8,.8]); 
        end 
        plot(newlgth,newnewoutfile1(j,2:end),'o'); 
        xlim([lower-50 upper+50]); 
        coefEstsxgrid=linspace(min(newlgth),max(newlgth),100); 
        xgrid=linspace(min(newlgth),max(newlgth),100); 
        line(xgrid,gainfunction(coefEsts,xgrid)+bg); 
        title(sprintf('r^2= %0.3f G= %i',rsqs(j),int32(10000*G(j)))); 
        xlabel('Stripe Length (um)'); 
        ylabel('Intensity (arb)'); 
    end 
end 

  

  
%%%%%%%% 
%these four lines take out the rows that did not fit well (rsq<rsqCut) 
newnewwavelength=newwavelength(find(rsqs>=rsqCut)); 
newnewnewoutfile1=newoutfile1(find(rsqs>=rsqCut),:); 
trimmedG=G(find(rsqs>=rsqCut)); 
newrsqs=rsqs(find(rsqs>=rsqCut)); 

  
if ngain==1 
    newnewnewwavelength=newnewwavelength(find(trimmedG>=0)); 
    newnewnewnewoutfile1=newnewnewoutfile1(find(trimmedG>=0),:); 
    newtrimmedG=trimmedG(find(trimmedG>=0)); 
    newnewrsqs=newrsqs(find(trimmedG>=0)); 
else 
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    newnewnewwavelength=newnewwavelength; 
    newnewnewnewoutfile1=newnewnewoutfile1; 
    newtrimmedG=trimmedG; 
    newnewrsqs=newrsqs;     
end 

  
a=0; 
b=0; 
for k=1:length(newnewnewwavelength) 
    if 10000*newtrimmedG(k)<=500 && 10000*newtrimmedG(k)>=-500 
        a=a+1; 
        newwave(a)=newnewnewwavelength(k); 
        newG(a)=10000*newtrimmedG(k); 
        outfile(a,1)=newwave(a); 
        outfile(a,2)=newG(a); 
    else 
        b=b+1; 
    end 
end 

  
figure(1); 
fig = figure(1); 
set (fig, 'Units', 'normalized', 'Position', [0.1,0.1,.8,.8]); %maximize 
subplot(1,1,1); 
plot(newwave,newG,'o'); 
title(['Gain curve']); 
xlabel('Wavelength (nm)'); 
ylabel('Gain (cm^-1)'); 

  
figure(2); 
subplot(1,1,1); 
hist(newnewrsqs); 
title(['Distribution of r^2 values.']); 
disp(' '); 

  
%creating new excel sheet 
write=input(sprintf('Write output data to file?\n1: Write output file\n2: 

Close program\n(default=2, close without saving)\n')); 
if isempty(write) 
    write=2; 
end 

  
%output file location 
if write==1 
    [outName outPath]=uiputfile({'*.csv'},'Save Output File','GainCurve'); 
    csvwrite([outPath '\' outName],outfile); 
end 

 


